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This thesis studies the applications of biologically inspired algorithms and behaviours
to the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). By
exploring the similarity between a general communications channel and control en-
gineering theory, we propose a simple method to control transmissions that we refer
to as transmission delay. We use this concept and create a protocol inspired by Parti-
cle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) to optimise the communications. The lessons learned
from this protocol inspires us to move closer to behaviours found in nature and the
Emergence MAC (E-MAC) protocol is presented. The E-MAC protocol shows emer-
gent behaviours arising from simple interactions and provides great throughput, low
end-to-end delay and high fairness. Enhancements to this protocol are later proposed.
We empirically evaluate these protocols and provide relevant parameter sweeps to
show their performance. We also provide a theoretical approach to proving the set-
tling properties of E-MAC. The presented protocols and methods provide a different
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1.1 Motivation
Imagine millions of ants achieving complex tasks and termites building extraordi-
nary structures (Figure 1.1a) or millions of starlings forming complex moving shapes
(Figure 1.1b). These biological systems, comprising large number of simple entities,
cooperatively achieve complicated tasks that could never be accomplished by sin-
gle individuals. Without any central control these swarms and flocks self-organise to
achieve robust, scalable and fault-tolerant task-allocation, brood-sorting, flocking and
synchronisation behaviours. In addition they show the ability to react to and recover
from disasters as well as to adapt to different or changing environments. The process
behind these complex behaviours is usually emergence, distributed intelligence and
stigmergy[1].
This thesis is motivated by natural collective intelligence. We explore the properties
of emergence, Distributed Intelligence (DI) and apply the lessons learnt from biology
to a practical communications engineering problem. We incorporate concepts from
this so-called Swarm Intelligence (SI), to create emergent behaviours in a Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN). We form distributed algorithms for Medium Access Control
[1]A way of indirect coordination/communication between agents
14
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(a) Termite nest [2] (b) Flock of starlings [3]
Figure 1.1: Examples of biological swarm systems
(MAC) protocols that show fault-tolerant, self-organised and autonomous operation
with only simple logic and processing required.
”Networked sensors - those that coordinate amongst themselves to achieve a larger
sensing task - will revolutionize information gathering and processing both in
urban environments and in inhospitable terrain.” - one of the first WSN pa-
pers [4].
The WSN is an increasingly more important technology, due to the increased need for
various monitoring applications in many different contexts [5]. While WSN can be
considered as a standalone system, the development of Internet of Things (IoT) is one
of the main applications of WSN [6]. Some WSN applications include: environmental
monitoring [7], building and industrial process monitoring [8], habitat monitoring [9],
vehicle monitoring [10], target detection and tracking [11]. Technological advances in
wireless communications and electronics have reduced the cost of devices and have
enabled the production of low-power multi-functional sensor nodes. This, in turn,
has enabled WSN to be implemented in many different areas and has increased both
network sizes and functionality [12] [13].
Depending on the application there are different challenges to be considered for WSN
design. One of the main challenges across the majority of applications is efficient
routing and transmission of data through the network. Many WSN applications are
also limited by power availability. Therefore energy efficiency and power consump-
tion are other important factors to consider. However, development in renewable
energy or energy scavenging is benefitting this area significantly [14]. Scalability is
a very important consideration for a larger WSN. Usually a WSN, as an ad-hoc net-
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work, presents scenarios where nodes can join and leave the network or fail at random
times [15]. Moreover, it is extremely challenging to manage or synchronise large-scale
WSNs. There is a need for mechanisms to achieve self-organisation and autonomous
operation.
Just like natural swarms - the devices in a WSN are usually very simple individually,
yet try to achieve complex and efficient operation at either routing or MAC layers.
We believe that, inspired by natural collective intelligence, it is possible to solve the
challenges of self-organisation, scalability and low-complexity in a WSN.
1.2 Hypothesis
The work in this thesis is guided by the following hypothesis:
"By combining some concepts taken from control engineering theory and Distributed Artifi-
cial Intelligence (DAI), it is possible to achieve performance levels comparable with conven-
tional MAC schemes whilst exhibiting self-organisation with greater robustness, scalability
and lower complexity."
MAC in communications and WSNs enable efficient operation to achieve good through-
put, latency and fairness. Many schemes are proposed to deal with challenges pre-
sented by MAC layer. The majority of these are highly tailored towards specific sce-
narios and usually require tuning to achieve optimum operation. Inspired by natural,
biological processes and the algorithms derived from these, we propose a variety of
methods to approach MAC. Guided by the hypothesis, we focus on designing MAC
protocols that are not only simple, but are able to adapt and adjust autonomously to
the environment without any central control or significant processing power. The sim-
ulation experiments described in the thesis illustrate the performance and the benefits
of these protocols.
1.3 Outline
The thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 is a research literature review of relevant fields. The concepts behind a
WSN are firstly reviewed. This includes WSN structures, topologies and appli-
cations. An introduction to MAC then follows with a short survey of protocols
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used for WSNs. The fields of AI and DAI are then presented, summarising a
number of different techniques. Biologically inspired intelligence is then intro-
duced, including some concepts behind it. Finally, a survey of various applica-
tions of AI to MAC is provided.
• Chapter 3 presents the experimental methodology used to empirically evaluate
the proposed MAC protocols. Simulation models for topologies, radio connec-
tivity and propagation are presented. Performance metrics are detailed and ex-
plained as well as details of the comparison scheme employed. This chapter
mainly acts as a supplementary chapter that we refer to when presenting empir-
ical evaluation results.
• Chapter 4 presents the main concepts used throughout the protocol design in
later chapters. We have noticed a striking similarity between the control engi-
neering theory fundamentals and the operation of MAC. This inspired a slightly
different approach towards MAC that is presented in this chapter. Results and
discussions of empirical validation of such an approach are detailed. Simple
(off-line) Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) is then applied to the proposed
control method. The results and discussions that reinforce the benefits of the
approach are detailed. The proposed approach forms a simple platform which
can be used to apply a variety of AI and DAI techniques.
• Chapter 5 presents a Swarming MAC protocol, which is inspired by the prior
work in the field of PSO. Using the control engineering theory approach pre-
sented in Chapter 4, we create and apply an online variant of a PSO to control
the transmission rate of a WSN. An empirical evaluation is then carried out and
results presented. The protocol provides a stepping stone towards even simpler
and better performing protocols presented in Chapters 6 and 7.
• Chapter 6 presents our Emergence MAC (E-MAC) protocol. After applying and
analysing the Swarming MAC protocol, the decision was made to take a step
closer to Biology. Instead of using algorithms inspired by Nature, we look at
the properties, behaviours, and actions presented in biological swarm systems,
such as ant or bee colonies. This provides inspiration, motivation and methods
for creating truly emergent behaviour in the MAC layer of a WSN. The design
of E-MAC is presented in this chapter and its emergent properties are discussed.
Empirical evaluation, analysis, results and parameter sweeps are then detailed
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and discussed.
• Chapter 7 presents the E-MAC+ protocol. After exploring the E-MAC protocol
under a variety of conditions we enhance it by using some additional processes
found in Nature. Exploitation of these additional simple rules significantly im-
proves cooperation between the nodes that employ E-MAC+. Therefore better
overall performance in more complex scenarios is achieved. Extensive simula-
tion results and discussions are presented.
• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis. A summary of the contributions is presented
and the hypothesis is revisited. Recommendations for further work are then
provided.
1.4 Publications
The material presented in Chapter 5 is published as "Swarming Medium Access Con-
trol Protocol for Large-Scale Wireless Sensor Networks" at the 9th International Con-
ference on Next Generation Mobile Applications, Services and Technologies (NG-
MAST), 2015.
The material presented in Chapter 6 is published as "The Emergence MAC (E-MAC)
protocol for wireless sensor networks" in the Engineering Applications of Artificial
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This chapter is a background review that inspired the hypothesis and also informed
the work carried out to prove it. Firstly we look into simple concepts behind Wire-
less Sensor Networks (WSNs), their applications and scenarios. In addition, we sum-
marise some of the popular MAC protocols used in such networks. The chapter then
continues with a review of different Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Distributed Arti-
ficial Intelligence (DAI) models and techniques. We present our opinion on the suit-
ability of these for particular aspects of WSNs. A summary of available AI and DAI
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applications to WSNs is then provided. We also present some concepts behind bi-
ologically inspired systems as Nature is one of the greatest examples of Distributed
Natural Intelligence (DNI). These examples from Biology drive our main ideas and
contributions in this thesis in the following chapters. This chapter is simply a broad
overview of the related fields and the further chapters that present the design of pro-
tocols will provide an in-depth review of the relevant concepts used.
2.1 Wireless Sensor Networks
Addressing the simplicity, cost, distributed nature, rapid-deployment and fault-tolerance
of WSNs opens up a wide range of applications [5]. The increased need for monitoring
and control of large and small scale environments further increases the interest and
development of WSNs [16]. This section gives an overview of WSNs. Applications of
WSNs, their structure, scenarios and constraints are summarised.
2.1.1 Applications
Military
WSNs can be used for a variety of military applications. Battlefield monitoring and
tracking using WSNs allows for better strategic decisions to be made: soldier mon-
itoring and tracking [17], sniper detection and localisation [18]. Other applications
can provide defensive benefits: early attack reaction sensors [19], remote chemical
sensors [20]. WSNs can also be applied to surveillance [21] and public safety [22].
Environmental
Large and small scale environmental monitoring can be achieved by using WSNs. De-
ployed sensors allow collection of various data about the environment. Existing sys-
tems use WSNs for agricultural monitoring to increase growth and quality of plants
and cattle [23, 24]. Scientific monitoring can also be achieved by deploying sensors
in remote hostile environments [25]. Meteorological WSNs can be implemented to
monitor weather conditions [26].
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Industrial
WSNs provide a lot of benefits for industrial automation applications as well. Elimi-
nation of cabling can be achieved with wireless FieldBus [27]. WSNs can also be used
for monitoring and control of industrial process [28, 29]. These provide cheaper and
easier to implement industrial automation and management.
Disaster Management
By using hydrological, meteorological and landslide nodes, an effective disaster man-
agement system can be created. This allows for early disaster detection systems to be
implemented [30, 31, 32, 33]. Moreover, WSNs can be applied in a variety of search
and rescue operations [34].
2.1.2 Devices
Existing WSN nodes usually consist of several main hardware components: a proces-
sor and memory, transceiver, power supply and sensors [35]. Communication usu-
ally uses the most power in these devices. Therefore efficient control of transmission
is required. Power is usually supplied by a battery [36] or a super-capacitor [37].
Nevertheless, examples exist where the wireless sensors are connected to a power
grid [38]. In the majority of environmental and disaster management applications,
wireless nodes are deployed on a large scale [39, 40, 41]. There may be hundreds or
thousands of these nodes deployed in an area which can be hostile and cause nodes
to fail [39]. This calls for low-cost, low-simplicity nodes. Lower simplicity and cost, as
well as large numbers of devices calls for simpler protocols. These require advanced
techniques to self-organise and maintain performance without the need of additional
supervision or significant hardware capabilities.
2.1.3 Scenarios and Topologies
WSNs, depending on their application, can be deployed both randomly or in a very
organised way. Precision applications such as farmland monitoring or industrial mon-
itoring will tend to have well planned deployments to achieve the precision and ef-
ficiency required [42]. Environmental monitoring is usually less restricted and is not
impacted by less organised deployment [40]. It is not always possible to deploy nodes
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precisely due to terrain limitations or the ability to reach the area easily. In some cases
these nodes can be simply scattered over an area from an aerial vehicle [43].
At first it may seem that the WSN is inherently an ad-hoc network of nodes spread
over an area. While many industrial, agricultural and military applications satisfy
this argument, there are equally as many WSN applications on chain-like ad-hoc net-
works as well. Applications of environmental monitoring of coastlines, riversides,
roadsides, power lines and even smart cities may require short range simple nodes
to be deployed in a chain like fashion. This may result in very large chain networks
which become more and more complex to organise, maintain and efficiently pass data
through. Nevertheless the data provided by such networks can be extremely useful
for scientific, planning and disaster management purposes [5].
2.1.4 Communications Architecture
Communication system architectures for WSNs usually contain five architectural lev-
els and follow the OSI Model. The elements are: application layer, transport layer,
network layer, data link layer and physical layer [5]. The physical layer provides func-
tionality to transmit data stream over the channel (the physical medium). This layer
controls the modulation, coding, frequency selection, transmission and reception [44].
The data link layer ensures reliability of a link, manages the channel sharing between
the nodes (MAC) and error control. The network layer deals with the routing in the
WSN. It defines and manages paths that data should follow through the network to
the sink node. The main function of the transport layer is to provide reliable operation
where a lot of different protocols (access to other networks) are being used. However
the transport layer is rarely fully exploited. [5]. The application layer obtains the data
and passes it to lower layers for transmission. It also receives data from lower levels
and processes (or acts on) it.
Each of these layers has a rigid structure and data flow between them (Figure 2.1). Pro-
tocols are optimised to work efficiently for each particular layer. In some cases, a pro-
tocol in one layer can bottleneck protocols in the other layers. As a consequence there
is some research for cross-layered protocols for WSNs to enhance performance [45].
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Figure 2.1: Communication layers of WSN
2.1.5 Constraints and Challenges
All types of communication networks and devices exhibit similar constraints such as:
interference, noise, transmission power limitations or security. WSNs, however, can
present some additional specific requirements and constraints:
• Financial and simplicity - most WSN applications involve many nodes with mo-
bile power sources, randomly deployed over large areas. Usually the nodes will
not be reusable and will be deployed once until they fail. Some applications re-
quire great spatial and temporal resolutions. Therefore the cost and simplicity
of the nodes must be taken into account.
• Operation under varying conditions and deployments - the initial deployment
of the nodes may differ with environmental conditions. Given a large WSN,
maintaining and tuning nodes becomes a costly and challenging task. To keep
the costs low and the performance high, the protocols have to be able to adjust
themselves to the environment (self-organise). Once deployed, the operation
has to be maintained and so re-organisation and fault-tolerance is preferable.
As the number of nodes in the network can be continuously varying (addition-
ally deployed or replaced nodes and failures), they must be able to adapt [46].
Some applications of WSNs require nodes to be capable of dealing with dynamic
environments. Nodes might be moving around all the time. MAC and routing
protocols have to adjust and adapt to these changes.
• Fairness - given the large number of nodes operating in a single network, main-
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taining fairness between the nodes can become an issue. Given critical and ur-
gent information, it is important that each node has fair access to pass its data to
the sink. Otherwise the integrity and usability of the WSN can be affected.
• End-to-end delay - in the case of disaster monitoring, it may be crucial that data
is received at the sink in a timely manner. Protocols have to be able not only to
deliver fair operation but also to offer good Quality of Service (QoS) and quick
transfer of data through the network.
While each of these components may seem reasonable and simple to achieve indi-
vidually, it becomes significantly more challenging when they are combined. Large
numbers of simple and cheap nodes have to be able to form a WSN and maintain it.
They are required to not only pass data but also guarantee fairness, low end-to-end
delay and high throughput. Given the size of the network, central control becomes
cumbersome. Also, synchronisation is hard to achieve due to the simplicity of hard-
ware and network size. This is where AI, DAI and biologically inspired algorithms
can contribute. Many proposed AI algorithms and natural processes exhibit simplistic
implementation, yet very complex outcomes. Systems with simplistic rules are able
to somehow reason and make decisions. Therefore they offer potentially significant
benefits when applied to communications. In Section 2.3 we present a review of a
number of AI techniques and express our opinions regarding their suitability in this
context.
2.2 Medium Access Control
This section focuses on introducing Medium Access Control (MAC) and reviewing
some classic and state of the art protocols. It provides an overview of appropriate
available techniques and the background to the field.
Some of the major challenges and constraints for WSNs are caused by the physical
medium. Therefore efficient Medium Access Control (MAC) is required [47] for en-
hancing throughput, latency, fairness and energy usage.
Some classic multiple access techniques are: Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA),
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Or-
thogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) and Space Division Multiple
Access (SDMA). MAC protocols use these multiple access techniques to achieve their
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goals for different applications. The most common multiple access technique for WSN
is TDMA [48]. Due to the cost, size and simplicity of WSN nodes, most of them are
only able to use one frequency and one of the simplest means to enable and control
multiple access is separating packet transmissions in time. MAC protocols can also be
categorised as contention-based and schedule-based [49]. However there is ongoing
research into hybrid MAC protocols [50] as well.
2.2.1 Schedule-Based Medium Access Control Protocols
Schedule-based MAC protocols establish a schedule between the nodes so that each
node knows when it should be listening, transmitting or staying inactive to enhance
performance. There are a variety of approaches for schedule based protocols, some of
which are described in Table 2.1. We chose to include these particular protocols here
due to their popularity and to show a variety of different approaches.
2.2.2 Contention-Based Medium Access Control Protocols
Due to the distributed nature of WSN, contention-based MAC protocols seems to be
a more intuitive approach to achieve scalability, self-organisation and fault-tolerance.
ALOHA and slotted ALOHA are classic contention based protocols [54]. These are
a very simple to implement and allow users to transmit data whenever they have it
available. This causes the system to operate well under very small traffic loads but
as the traffic level increases performance drops significantly. One of the most widely
used protocols is Carrier Sense Multiple Access protocol (CSMA). Popular variants
also provide Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) in wired networks and Collision Avoid-
ance (CSMA/CA) [47] in radio systems. Its simplistic nature and benefits of avoiding
and detecting collisions caused a lot of new MAC protocols to arise. Some of the
contention-based MAC protocols are provided in Table 2.2.
2.2.3 Hybrid Medium Access Control Protocols
Hybrid MAC protocols can achieve even better performance [60]. These protocols
bring together ideas from both contention- and schedule-based protocols. The benefits
of both methods can be utilised to address bottlenecks. However, the drawbacks can













Cluster-based protocol that achieves longer
network lifetime by distributing energy con-
sumption between nodes. Elected cluster
heads manage clusters and create schedule.
This requires nodes to be of higher complex-
ity and can hinder performance at large scale
as each cluster head has to be able to directly






LEACH PRIMA is an improvement on LEACH to pro-
vide better QoS by introducing priority to
packets. However same benefits and draw-






CSMA, TDMA A complex protocol that operates by collect-
ing data on topology, learning it and dis-
tributing schedules across all nodes. This is
a very centralised approach which can pro-
vide very efficient scheduling. However it re-
quires a lot of overheads to set-up and is not
easily adaptable which can hinder its perfor-







Each node uses a pseudo random function to
decide when to transmit or receive based on
unique identifier. Nodes share this counter
during set-up phase, therefore transmission
and reception of neighbours can be predicted.
Synchronisation is required for this to work
and given varying environment the pre-set
pseudo random functions may not utilise
MAC to its potential. This renders it less ef-








Each node exchanges neighbourhood infor-
mation with its neighbours. AEA is used to
switch nodes to low-power based on gath-
ered information. Therefore schedules are
created based on traffic levels which increases
utilisation of the medium and energy. Signif-
icant overheads and running of AEA is re-
quired which can hinder deployments and
operation on large-scale networks.
Table 2.1: Some of Schedule-Based MAC Protocols
2.2.4 Limitations and Challenges
WSNs can present very different challenges for MAC depending on the application












S-MAC employs fixed duration duty-cycle
(sleep and listen/transmit) at each node.
Using the neighbourhood information, each
node can make sure no information will be
missed by adjusting their duty-cycles. This
scheme aims to minimise energy consump-
tion instead of increasing throughput or de-
lay. It is a complex protocol that also requires








T-MAC is an enhancement of S-MAC. It in-
troduces adaptive duty cycle. If there is no
activity on the channel, nodes will go to sleep
for a pre-set timeout, hence saving even more









This protocol employs dynamic duty cycle
which is varied with traffic load. By ob-
serving one-hop latence nodes interpret traf-
fic levels and increase or decrease duty-cycles
by factor of 2. This protocol is able to better







B-MAC is a MAC protocol based on CSMA
that provides low-power network operation
but still ensures collision avoidance. B-
MAC adds a preamble to packets that is long
enough for neighbours to sense it. Each node
then wakes up only for a short amount of
time to check the Received Signal Strength In-
dication (RSSI) on radio. If the RSSI indicates
there is a transmission, the device powers up
to receive the packet. Otherwise the device







X-MAC uses a similar approach to B-MAC by
the addition of preambles to packets to allow
nodes to identify when they should stay lis-
tening. However, it modifies the long pream-
ble to many short ones. Each short preamble
contains a target node ID. When nodes listen
to a preamble, they can determine whether a
packet is destined for them. If it is not, a node
can simply go to sleep until the next wake up.
There are also small pauses between pream-
ble packets to allow a receiver to acknowl-
edge them and start the data transmission.
Significant energy savings can be observed.












Z-MAC is a hybrid protocol which combines
features of TDMA and CDMA. During a
setup phase, this protocol deals with neigh-
bour discovery. Each node finds their two
hop neighbours and then uses Distributed
Randomised TDMA scheduling (DRAND).
The schedule is created such that the hidden
terminal problem is avoided. No slot in the
two hop neighbourhood is assigned to more
than one node. To improve utilisation in the
case of uneven traffic load, Z-MAC also al-
lows nodes to borrow slots from neighbours





CSMA, TDMA This protocol focuses on improving both en-
ergy consumption and throughput of WSNs.
The basis of this protocol is the IEEE 802.15.4
standard. It applies modifications to the
standard to allow the algorithm to decide
and switch periodically between CSMA and
TDMA. The algorithm looks at network load
state and average channel utilisation and cal-
culates what the proportion between CSMA
and TDMA time periods should be. For dif-
ferent traffic loads, different advantages of
CSMA or TDMA can be utilised
Table 2.3: Some of Hybrid-Based MAC Protocols
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scenarios but usually fail to deliver good performance in different ones. While the
classic and popular protocols such as 802.11 IEEE standard (discussed in more detail
in Section 3.3) deliver fairly steady performance in a variety of situations, many of the
state-of-the art protocols are tailored towards particular topologies or goals. Schedule-
based protocols can utilise the medium extremely efficiently if appropriate synchroni-
sation and information sharing is available. However, they fail if these needs are not
met. Contention-based protocols usually tend to provide predictable throughput and
adapt to the environment, but they are not able to utilise the medium as efficiently.
Hybrid MAC protocols combine the strengths of both contention and schedule based
methods to alleviate some of these problems. However, they often take some of the
drawbacks from both. Often hybrid MAC protocols use smart techniques of switch-
ing between the two approaches to reduce negative effects. Some protocols, however,
require more complex hardware to combine these different techniques. In fact, many
hybrid MAC protocols use the IEEE 802.11 standard as a fall-back if the required con-
ditions are not met. Similar MAC layer issues and challenges for WSN can be found
in different applications as well [62].
The application of AI in such situations for MAC can be very beneficial. It can enable
the learning/reasoning process and allow a protocol to adapt to different environ-
ments and tailor itself for better performance. This can potentially allow deployment
of such a MAC protocol to different scenarios without needing adjustment. In ad-
dition it can enable re-organisation and fault-tolerance throughout operation, while
maintaining high performance levels.
2.3 Multi-Agent Systems and Distributed Artificial Intelligence
The Multi-Agent System (MAS) is a concept for a system comprised of entities (bi-
ological or computational), referred to as agents, and an environment in which they
are placed. These agents interact trying to achieve some goal. Many biological sys-
tems such as insect colonies or flocks of birds can be considered as a MAS. Each entity
can be considered to exhibit Natural Intelligence (NI) - an intelligent acting biologi-
cal entity. When combined together these entities exhibit larger Distributed Natural
Intelligence (DNI) and present a MAS which achieves goals that are beyond the ca-
pabilities of the single entity. Artificial Intelligence (AI) defines an intelligent artificial
node that exhibits intelligent behaviour, often inspired by NI. A combination of such
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nodes then exhibits a Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI), which is often inspired
by DNI.
"Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) is the study, construction, and application of multi-
agent systems, that is, systems in which several interacting, intelligent agents pursue some
set of goals or perform some set of tasks." [63].
The structure and behaviour of a WSN closely matches the MAS. Many identical (or
similar) wireless sensor nodes intelligently interact with each other to achieve a higher
level goal. This, therefore, draws our attention towards a review of MAS and its com-
ponents.
MAS can be classified into two major classes: reactive and deliberative (or cognitive).
We review these two areas and look at examples of AI and DAI expressed in such
systems.
2.3.1 Deliberative Multi-Agent Systems and Machine Learning
A deliberative MAS is considered to be a system comprised of agents that are able to
perceive and reason about their environment in some way. This usually implies some
aspects of learning, building up an understanding of the environment or the problem
domain and utilising this knowledge. It is possible to apply Machine Learning (ML)
to a MAS.
ML can be defined as a general inductive process that builds up knowledge by learn-
ing. Learning is directed with pre-set rules or data or through observation. ML al-
gorithms usually operate by building explicit or implicit models of the system they
are trying to learn. Models may be built based on inputs and some fitness/reward
function. This allows programs or devices to learn what actions are more rewarding
or better to be used in the environment. It allows for adaptive and efficient operation.
Reinforcement Learning
One of the more popular ML approaches is Reinforcement Learning (RL) [64]. RL
algorithms are based on a trial and error approach. This was inspired by biologi-
cal systems and their learning processes. When an agent takes any action, there is
some reward (positive or negative) associated with the outcomes. This allows the
agent to develop a knowledge base about actions - some of which are more rewarding
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than others. This policy allows for the selection of best rewarding actions and conse-
quent optimisation of performance. It is a very powerful process as it tries to build
up an indirect model of the environment and use it to improve performance (assum-
ing Markov property holds). RL has two major operational phases associated with it:
exploration and exploitation. Exploration is the process of building policies and learn-
ing about the environment. Exploitation is the process of using these policies to act
on the environment. This also presents major challenges for RL: the balance between
exploration and exploitation. [65]
Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic is an AI model inspired by human reasoning [66][67]. Human reasoning
tends to include uncertainty about objects. This uncertainty can be represented by
the commonly used words such as large, small, many, few, most, least. Fuzzy logic
introduces approaches for dealing with fuzzy sets (linquistic information). Fuzzy sets
are simply classes with unsharp boundaries [67]. In fuzzy sets, objects can be a partial
member of a set (for example person can be 80% tall and 20% short). This allows
characterisation of a system in a linguistic way that connects to human knowledge.
Therefore, it enables the possibility for implementing approximate reasoning. Fuzzy
rules are usually defined as: if antecedent then consequent [1]. However, it is different
from general classical threshold values, as these are defined in linguistic terms. To
apply these methods to real systems a so called Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is used.














Fig. 4. Block diagram of a fuzzy inference system
functions such as triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian etc. The
inference process maps fuzzified inputs to the rule base to
produce a fuzzy output. A consequent of the rule, and its
membership to the output sets are determined here. The
defuzzification process converts the output of a fuzzy rule
into a crisp, non-fuzzy form. Popular inference methods that
determine an approximate non-fuzzy scalar value to represent
the action to be taken include max-min method, averaging
method, root sum squared method, and clipped center of
gravity method [34].
Fuzzy logic has been applied successfully in control systems
(e.g., control of vehicle subsystem, power systems, home
appliances, elevators etc.), digital image processing and pattern
recognition.
C. Evolutionary Algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms model the natural evolution, which
is the process of adaptation with the aim of improving survival
capabilities through processes such as natural selection,
survival-of-the-fittest, reproduction, mutation, competition and
symbiosis. EC encompasses a variety of EAs that share a
common underlying idea of survival-of-the-fittest. EAs use
a population of solution candidates called chromosomes.
Chromosomes are composed of genes, which represent a
distinct characteristic. A fitness function, which the EA seeks
to maximize over the generations, quantifies the fitness of an
individual chromosome. Process of reproduction is used to mix
characteristics of two or more chromosomes (called parents)
into the new ones (called offspring). Offspring chromosomes
are mutated through small, random genetic changes in order
to increase diversity. Some fittest chromosomes are selected
to go into the next generation, and the rest are eliminated. The
process is repeated generation after generation until either a
fit-enough solution is found or a previously set computational
limit is reached.
Following are the major classes of EAs.
• Genetic algorithms, which model genetic evolution
• Genetic programming whose individual chromosomes are
computer programs
• Evolutionary programming which model adaptive
behavior in evolution
• Evolutionary strategies which model strategy parameters
that control variation in evolution
• Differential evolution which is identical to GA except for
the reproduction mechanism
• Cultural evolution which models the evolution of culture
of a population and culture’s influence on genetic and
adaptive evolution of individuals
• Coevolution in which initially “dumb” individuals evolve
through cooperation or competition and become fit
enough to survive
Successful applications of EA include planning, design,
control, classification and clustering, time series modeling,
music composing etc.
D. Swarm Intelligence
SI originated from the study of collective behavior of
societies of biological species such as flocks of birds,
shoals of fish and colonies of ants. SI is the property of
a system whereby collective behaviors of unsophisticated
agents interacting locally with their environment cause
coherent functional global patterns to emerge. While graceful
but unpredictable bird-flock choreography inspired the
development of particle swarm optimization [35], impressive
ability of a colony of ants to find shortest path to their food
inspired the development of ant colony optimization [36]. The
honey bee algorithm mimics foraging behavior of swarms of
honey bees [37].
1) Particle Swarm Optimization: The basic PSO consists
of a population (or a swarm) of s particles, each of which
represents a candidate solution [35]. The particles explore an
n-dimensional space in search of the global solution, where
n represents the number of parameters to be optimized. Each
particle i occupies position xid and moves with a velocity
vid, 1 ≤ i ≤ s and 1 ≤ d ≤ n. Particles are initially assigned
random positions and velocities within fixed boundaries, i.e.,
xmin ≤ xid ≤ xmax and vmin ≤ vid ≤ vmax (in most
cases vmin = −vmax). Fitness of a particle is determined
from its position. The fitness is defined in such a way that
a particle closer to the solution has higher fitness value than
a particle that is far away. In each iteration, velocities and
positions of all particles are updated to persuade them to
achieve better fitness. The process of updating is repeated
iteratively either until a particle reaches the global solution
within permissible tolerance limits, or until a sufficiently large
number of iterations is reached. Magnitude and direction of
movement of a particle is influenced by its previous velocity,
its experience and the knowledge it acquires from the swarm
through social interaction.
In the gbest version of PSO, each particle has a memory to
store pbestid, the position where it had the highest fitness.
Besides, each particle can access the position gbestd, the
position of the particle having the maximum fitness. The gbest
particle represents the best solution found as yet. At each
iteration k, PSO adds velocity vid to each position xid and
steers the particles towards its pbestid and gbestd using (1)
and (2).
Figure 2.2: Fuzzy inference system [1]
FIS uses fuzzy rules and fuzzy sets with inference engine to map the system inputs
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to outputs. In order to produce fuzzy inputs from real sensor inputs a process called
fuzzification is used. An inference engine then uses the knowledge-base built of fuzzy
rules and sets to reason and produces fuzzy outputs. To convert fuzzy outputs to
non-fuzzy (crisp) outputs a similar backward process of fuzzification is being used -
defuzzification. These processes use information from fuzzy rules and sets to deter-
mine the outputs. Figure 2.2 shows the basic block diagram of a FIS [1]. Basically the
FIS tries to determine a non-fuzzy value that represents action to be taken if certain
inputs are given [68].
Fuzzy logic has been successfully used in pattern recognition, control systems and
signal processing. Nevertheless, application of such methods to WSNs could be chal-
lenging. The complexity of such methods is high. Also the whole idea behind fuzzy
logic is more applicable to classification whereas MAC requires a precise control of
transmissions.
Evolutionary Algorithms
Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) are inspired by the natural evolution of biological sys-
tems. Biological systems over many years have evolved to achieve better survivability
(survival of the fittest [69]). Through many years the processes of mutation, repro-
duction, recombination and selection have affected biological systems. This caused
species to change significantly to adapt to the environment and new species to ap-
pear. EA seeks to imitate the process of altering genes in the chromosomes. Each
chromosome contains many genes which define different properties of the specie. EA
represents solutions as chromosomes comprising many genes. At the initialisation
of the algorithm, a random population of chromosomes is produced. The solutions
encoded through the chromosomes are tested against a cost or fitness function. The
genes in the chromosomes can mutate and recombine during reproduction. After each
algorithm iteration, the fittest chromosomes are chosen to continue the reproduction
process. On completion, solutions are presented as those corresponding to the fittest
chromosomes. Evolutionary algorithms can be divided into several major classes:
Genetic Algorithms (GA) - models genetic evolution. It works in an iterative man-
ner by generating new populations from old ones. Stochastic operations of mu-
tation, selection, recombination are applied as well as random initial population.
This class of algorithms is mostly derived from nature. [70]
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Genetic Programming (GP) - is a type of GA where each individual in a population
is actually a program. This means that each GP comprises of a set of instructions
that are evaluated via the fitness function to measure their performance. It can
be used to optimise a population of computer programs. [71]
Evolutionary Programming - is similar to GP. While GP allows changing the set of in-
structions, Evolutionary Programming only allows changing numerical param-
eters during evolution. The process of mutation is most significant here. [72][73]
Evolutionary Strategies - model strategy (or parameters) to steer the evolution. Us-
ing the ideas of adaptation and biological evolution it can optimise the parame-
ters to achieve certain system goals or performance.
EAs can provide significant benefits in optimisation tasks. However the need for
many iterations renders them difficult to be used for WSNs in an online way. Nodes
could be built to evolve their schedules over-time but it would need some central
control to define which nodes are fittest and the process would take too long to be
feasible. Evaluating such network online would be extremely challenging.
Neural Networks
Neural Networks (NN) are inspired by the complex network of neurons in a brain
which is able to learn and memorize. Each neuron is a very simple mechanism which
simply receives and sends signals. A combination of many neurons editing and pass-
ing signals create complex learning behaviours. NN algorithms build a network of
neuron weights that are then summed and passed through non-linear functions (to
form an artificial neuron network). Acquired data sets are used in the process to train
neurons (obtain weights). After a NN is trained, it can start predicting values, recog-
nising patterns or approximating functions. Trained neurons are able to distinguish
features in the input data [74]. There are many applications where this can be ex-
ploited, such as predicting future data from available data and training systems to
recognise properties of a complex environment. While being extremely popular in
number of areas NN usually requires the availability of large sets of data to achieve
required outcomes and decisions. Some good results could be achieved by collecting
data from number of different WSN deployments and teaching the NN. It is possi-
ble that such a NN could learn trends and how to respond to different behaviours on
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MAC to achieve good results. However, collecting and classifying data to be used for
the learning process of NN would be a serious challenge by itself.
2.3.2 Reactive Multi-Agent Systems
Where many simple agents react to their environmental conditions or interactions
directly, following simple behavioural rules, we have a reactive MAS. Many biological
systems do this. For example, swarm intelligence or DNI, such as ants or bees, can be
considered as reactive agents that respond directly to stimuli.
Artificial Immune Systems
Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) are inspired by biological immune systems that pro-
tect higher organisms from threats (pathogens). Biological immune systems can be
categorised as innate or adaptive. An adaptive immune system aims to eliminate
or prevent pathogen growth. They learn from previous encounters with pathogens.
Dealing with same pathogens then becomes more efficient over time. Once a threat
is identified, specialised cells and processes are used to destroy it. In contrast, the
innate immune system does not have any long-term memory of known pathogens. It
provides an immediate response to a pathogen if an adaptive immune system fails to
destroy it. It uses a complex processes of recruiting cells to deal with infections or ac-
tivating certain chemical processes in body to clean or remove unwanted pathogens.
Biological immune systems in general are complex and distributed systems that can
adapt to a variety of situations. AIS tries to model this behaviour. [75]
Simplicity of the entities in AIS and their simple interaction method present a viable
option for application towards MAC in WSNs. A messages mimicking the immune
network could be passed around to initiate reporting processes from relevant parts of
networks or destroying inefficient routes. However scheduling and MAC control with
such methods could be extremely challenging. AIS relies on emergence and it makes
it hard to design such system. Nevertheless, by mimicking the behaviours observed
in biology the end result can be predictable.
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Cellular Automata
Cellular Automata (CA) are mathematical entities that aim to model natural cell sys-
tems. They take inspiration from the complex behaviour of many simple locally-
interacting agents [76]. A popular example of such a system is Conway’s Game of
Life [77]. Here, the environment is a simple two-dimensional orthogonal grid made
of square cells. Cells have only two states - dead or alive (1 or 0). These cells only
interact with their 8 neighbour cells. The state of a cell is defined by state of the neigh-
bours according to very simplistic rules. This causes extremely complex behaviours
to emerge which are not encoded into any one agent (pulsars, gliders). The system
even shows self-replication and migration. This gives high motivation for developing
systems that exploit emergence and distributed artificial intelligence to achieve com-
plex behaviours. Such methods have been mainly applied in cryptography [78] but
applications to wireless networks are also present [79].
Swarm Intelligence
Swarm Intelligence (SI) is inspired by the social behaviour of biological swarms such
as ant, bee or termite colonies. These insects together show self-organised, fault tol-
erant, decentralised and complex behaviour. If we take an example of the ant colony,
each ant is a very simple agent that could not survive on its own. Each agent follows
very simple behavioural rules such as following highest pheromone (scent) level paths
to a food source and bringing back the food by leaving pheromone on the path. The
stigmergy behind pheromones allows ants to find optimum paths to the food source
without any centralised coordination. Moreover, if the path is disturbed they quickly
adapt to it. Similar rules for moving dead ants, taking care of eggs and the queen
takes place. This leads to highly complex swarm behaviour where many thousands of
simple ants cooperate to achieve tasks such as the building of complex nests [80]. This
complex behaviour from a distributed system has inspired many optimization algo-
rithms such as Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) [81], ant colony optimization [82],
the bees algorithm [83].
2.3.3 Structure of a Multi-Agent System
The MAS can also be distinguished by different interaction structures in the system.
Decentralised systems can still contain some centralisation - for example clusters of
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agents with one agent controlling each cluster and reporting to one central node. Dis-
tributed approaches have no central control units and no clusters with cluster heads.
Figure 2.3 shows comparison of these systems where each white circle represents an
agent and dark circle represents the central agent.
Centralised Decentralised Distributed 
Figure 2.3: Comparison of Centralised, Decentralised and Distributed systems
Centralised systems have benefits of global control, building up models based on in-
formation collected centrally. However, the tradeoff lies in fault-tolerance. The cen-
tralised system presents a single point of failure, whereas a distributed system does
not. In addition centralised systems can suffer from larger bandwidth requirements,
overheads, latency and potential high complexity. Decentralised systems are hybrid
and can be tailored to exhibit benefits of both structures in some applications.
2.3.4 Properties of Bio-Inspired Systems
As the majority of the outlined AI and DAI methods are inspired by biological phe-
nomena, we now review some attractive properties they exhibit. The same properties
will motivate the MAC protocols presented later in this thesis.
Nature is by no doubt the most proficient engineer. Solutions presented by biologi-
cal systems are usually simple, extremely robust, fault-tolerant and adaptable. This
drives the motivation for many scientists to design algorithms and protocols using the
principles found in Nature [84].
Self-Organisation
Self-organisation is a concept that is very desirable in many different engineering sys-
tems. It presents as the ability of a system to initialise and configure itself under
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different operating conditions without supervision.
Emergence
In biological systems simple rules and interactions of many agents, acting together,
form large complex entities, that exhibit complex behaviours. This is emergence. No
single entity has either the goal or an explicit behaviour that points directly to the
achieved collective system. The solution is usually flexible and robust. It also shows
self-organisation and fault-tolerant behaviour while adapting to different conditions.
Emergent behaviours are impossible to design or sometimes predict, but emergence
can be created.
Robustness
If we take the same example of an ant colony and disrupt it (removing food sources,
destroying part of the nest), we will see how quickly and seamlessly it adapts. An
ant colony is usually comprised of highly specialised workers - some are more effi-
cient with nest duties, others with foraging or fighting. However, once a disruption
occurs, for example death of large number of foraging ants, the whole colony reor-
ganises without any central coordination. Otherwise specialised workers start taking
up foraging. Each ant makes a decision individually as well, therefore there is no one
point of failure that could kill the colony. In fact, killing the queen can hinder the nest
as no reproductive organ is left. Nevertheless the rest of the nest keeps operating as
normal and worker ants replace the queen in some species [85]. This is a very desir-
able property for a WSN. A WSN is comprised of many simple nodes. Many of these
might fail over time, but we still want the network to continue operating.
2.3.5 Wireless Sensor Network as Multi-Agent System
WSN topologies and communication very much resemble the distributed MAS prin-
ciples. Actually, the sensor nodes in WSN resemble the agents themselves as they
have some means of sensing environment or communication channel, some process-
ing power and can act. Therefore a WSN can be considered as a MAS. Theory behind
MAS and DAI can be brought to WSNs not only for data collection but to improve the
communications performance as well. The properties of self-organisation and robust-
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ness is also very desirable for WSN. Cognitive MAS could be very beneficial to WSN
due to its ability to learn and defined design methods. ML is one of very promis-
ing areas regarding application to scheduling and resource allocation. Extremely well
performing protocols have been proposed for MAC control in WSN and cellular net-
works. One such example is Q-ALOHA where ML is applied to make nodes learn
which slots in a framed and slotted ALOHA should be used [86]. Another example is
the resource allocation problem where nodes have to learn which frequencies to use
in order to get data through [87]. These show near optimal performance once settled,
but usually required synchronisation and some setting up. On larger-scale networks,
however, such methods might become harder to achieve. The slot sizes would need
to be varied to achieve optimum operation. Synchronisation might not be an option
as well. Cognitive MAS can present both complex and simple implementations and
is usually pre-defined for specific tasks that it tries to optimise.
Reactive MAS, however, offers ability to emerge into self-organised, robust and well
performing system. However, the design is not intuitive and the more sensible method
is to try and use the biological phenomena that was already researched in other areas
or mimic behaviour of real biological systems. The concepts of SI is in fact what drives
our thesis and proposals. The inspiring results achieved by swarms in nature (insect
colonies, flocks of birds) are extremely complex, fault-tolerant and self-organising.
In addition the topologies usually resemble the WSN. Many simple nodes, commu-
nicating with each other in some way, sensing and observing the environment very
much resemble wireless nodes deployed in WSN. SI methods also show a high level
of collective behaviour which is desirable for WSNs. According to distributed nature
of WSN it should be possible to achieve wanted behaviour from simple interactions.
However, emergence is not easily achieved as there is no representation of it. There-
fore the design process is not intuitive.
2.4 Artificial Intelligence in Wireless Sensor Networks
There are many examples of AI application to WSN in several different areas. The
majority of these are usually offline algorithms. They tend to solve deployment, rout-
ing or sometimes even scheduling problems before a WSN is deployed and switched
on. Routing is probably the largest field that uses AI, DAI methods extensively. The
principles behind routing tends to be similar to many different biological processes
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(path-finding, ant foraging). Scheduling and MAC layer on the other hand benefits
from learning algorithms that are inspired from learning processes observed in na-
ture. Nevertheless, there seems to be lack of applications of swarm intelligence in the
scheduling fields and MAC. The application of swarm and collective intelligence is
not intuitive as most solutions arise through emergence. It is a difficult task to ob-
tain a desired behaviour through emergence but it is one of our ambitions to employ
it. While emergence is hard to predict, the behaviour often shows significant organi-
sation, adaptation and robustness. An example of such outcomes can be observed in
nature: simple individual ant behaviours emerge into complex colony survival, firefly
reactions emerge into synchronisation of great number of entities, simple interactions
between bees emerge into a complex and efficient nest maintenance. A comprehen-
sive survey of AI methods used in WSN is given in [1] (Table 2.4 is based on [1] and
additional collected information).
Area Class of AI Methods and references
Deployment Fuzzy logic Fuzzy-Deployment [88]
Swarm Intelligence Sequential PSO for deployment [89]
PSO for Urban Traffic Surveillance
System [90]
Reinforcement Learning RL for service directory place-
ments [91]
Localisation Evolutionary Algorithms Estimated localization using GA [92]
Two-Phase localisation [93]
Swarm Intelligence BFA for localisation [94]






Swarm Intelligence Ant-based routing [101] [102]
Various PSO based-routing algo-
rithms [103] [104]
Neural Networks Neural network based routing [105]
Scheduling Reinforcement Learning Q-Aloha [106]
RL-MAC [107]
Evolutionary Algorithms Active interval scheduling [108]
Artificial Immune Sys-
tems
AIS based energy efficient algo-
rithm [109]
Security Fuzzy Logic FS-MAC [110]
Neural Networks Neural Network based MAC [111]
Table 2.4: Some of AI applications in different areas of WSN
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2.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a background review into Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN),
Medium Access Control (MAC) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) with a bias towards
biologically inspired systems. The field of biologically inspired intelligence is very
well established as is the field of WSN and MAC protocols. Nevertheless the combi-
nation of the two fields is still a new and exciting concept that has a lot of areas of
application. The inspiration from Nature and Biology drives our motivation towards
applying these biologically inspired methods to the MAC layer of WSNs. To the best
of our knowledge, there has been little research on true online swarm intelligence
application to MAC. We borrow concepts from Biology and its collective intelligence
and apply it to the MAC problem. Inspired by Nature our goal is to create a high
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In this thesis, we propose a number of biologically inspired Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocols. In order to demonstrate their operation and empirically evaluate
their performance a simulation model is required. This chapter presents the methods
and models used for such purpose. This chapter mainly acts as a supplementary
chapter to which we refer from various sections throughout the thesis.
3.1 Wireless Sensor Network Simulator
We propose several different protocols for WSN MAC layer in this thesis. In order
to empirically evaluate and assess their performance, we use some classical topolo-
gies recognised by a wide range of researchers. These classical methods offer a clear
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and concise description of operation and realistic equivalents of real systems. In ad-
dition, it provides rapid understanding of the behaviour of tested protocols and their
limitations.
3.1.1 Classical Single Hop Topology
One of the most popular and well known scenarios is a single-hop topology. This
topology is depicted in Figure 3.1. Nodes are all within range of each other and all act
as sources except for node 0, which is a sink to which all packets are sent.
Figure 3.1: Single-Hop Topology
There are many examples of systems that employ such a topology, ranging from
widely-used wireless access points and mobile provider networks, to small area sen-
sor networks such as smart-homes [112] where nodes can relay data to single node
directly.
3.1.2 Multi-Hop Linear Chain Topology
A multi-hop chain network is an imitation of a multi-hop route through a distributed
network. It is significantly more complex than the classical single-hop case. Due to
the spacing and data travelling down the route, a significant amount of interference
is present. It offers a closer representation of a real randomly distributed. As it is less
complicated than an ad-hoc network, it presents significant benefits for eased analy-
sis. It enables a clearer understanding of the protocol operation. Such a scenario is
presented in Figure 3.2. The network consists of nine nodes equally spaced in a chain.
Data packets are usually sent to the sink on one end of the chain. Radio connectivity
and interference in such cases are usually specified based on hops. Nodes usually
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can communicate with their nearest neighbours (1 hop away), but also interfere with
reception over 2 hops. It is very difficult to define a clear boundary of interference
range in real applications. Therefore the model employing a 2 hop interference range
is commonly used for evaluation [86].
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
source sink
relays
Figure 3.2: Multi-hop chain topology
Examples of such topology applications can be found in a variety of environmental or
disaster monitoring situations. Such examples include coast-line monitoring, power-
line monitoring, volcano monitoring and smart city applications [30, 32, 38].
3.1.3 Multi-Hop Merging Linear Chain Topology
A merging linear chain is an extension of a simple multi-hop linear chain that imitates
two routes joining. The merging of two routes presents a challenge as it is hard to
organise transmission timings correctly. Nodes nearest to the merging point are usu-
ally unaware of other routes and are not able to communicate to them directly. This
poses difficulties when trying to reduce collisions and interference. It provides an easy
framework for analysis of a more complex system that approaches the complexity of
an ad-hoc network. Such a scenario is represented in Figure 3.3.
Sensor networks used for power line junctions, river-side monitoring, or simply a
route from two sources towards the sink in an ad-hoc network are typical examples
of such a topology.
3.1.4 Ad-Hoc Network Topology
Many real systems have randomly distributed nodes over the target sensed area. One
application in particular that we are interested in is moorland fire monitoring. In
such a case nodes would be deployed with an appropriate density of distribution.
They would probably be deployed using an aerial platform (either an unmanned or
a manned aerial vehicle) which would introduce an irregularly spaced deployment.
Nodes would still need to have an appropriate communication distance to send/relay
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Figure 3.3: Multi-hop chain topology
data back to the main base station (sink). The information carried in such scenario
could be for example humidity, temperature and smoke density measurements.
To create such a topology, we firstly take a specified area and deploy nodes according
to a uniform probability distribution. A random coordinate within the area is selected
for each node. Communications range is then considered to enable the formation of
routes.
This type of topology can also represent a variety of other monitoring applications
or ad-hoc networks. Networks for agricultural monitoring are usually deployed in a
grid, but random ad-hoc deployments are common [42]. Disaster management sce-
narios can often use this topology as well to provide the coverage and spatial distri-
butions required [113] .
Figure 3.4 shows two examples of a generated network architecture in same physi-
cal area. Lines between nodes in this figure indicate the reachable neighbours (i.e.
within communication range). The decrease of density of connections with smaller
communication ranges can be observed in these examples.
3.1.5 Ad-Hoc Networks with Point Processors
Point processing a network map allows the creation of more controlled realistic de-
ployments. Many monitoring situations deploy devices with a pre-set pattern to cover
particular areas. Nodes would not be completely randomly distributed. Instead aerial
vehicles would try to deploy nodes in approximate positions.
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(a) Network architecture in a square 1km2
area where communications distance is 200
meters
(b) Network architecture in a square 1km2
area where communications distance is 160
meters
Figure 3.4: Generated Network Architectures
We can use the concept of a Matern Hard-core point process [114]. We firstly gener-
ate a network using a Poisson process. We then check the distance of every node to
every other node in the network. If they do not match the criteria (if there are other
nodes within a specified area), we generate new random positions for these nodes
or discard them. On repeating the process multiple times we can obtain a more or-
ganised network with a specified minimum distance between nodes that represents
controlled deployments more closely. Some networks with different required mini-
mum spacings between nodes are shown in Figure 3.5. Lines between nodes actually
represent the routes formed to the sink. Routes were formed using Djikstra’s shortest
path algorithm [115]. A single sink is present and indicated by a darker color.
3.1.6 Radio Propagation and Link
A traditional hop-based model is mostly used to represent the communication and
interference properties where nodes are able to transmit their data over 1 hop (nearest
neighbours), but interference is experienced over 2 hops (as shown in Figure 6.18).
Given an equally spaced chain network this implies a maximum throughput of 0.25
Erlangs through it. For simulation parameters, for clarity, we specify the range of 1
hop and interference range in meters where appropriate.
We increase the interference range to observe the adaptability and performance of
the protocols under differing conditions. Packets are only received correctly if no in-
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(a) Network architecture where nodes are at
least 50 meters apart
(b) Network architecture where nodes are at
least 100 meters apart
(c) Network architecture where nodes are at
least 150 meters apart
Figure 3.5: Generated point processed Network Architectures
terference or other transmissions are present. Propagation delay is calculated based
on distance between nodes in meters. Speed of light is assumed for propagation.
Given that real simple device hardware can only perform one action (transmit or re-
ceive) in simulation, nodes are not permitted to transmit if they are receiving a packet.
Acknowledgements are sent right after successful reception of a packet. Minimum
acknowledgement timeout is considered which is required for ACK to successfully
reach the sender.
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Figure 3.6: Communication and Interference on multi-hop chain network
3.1.7 Traffic Model
Poisson
Different intensity traffic (new packet arrivals) can be modelled using a Poisson dis-
tribution. This is widely used to test the protocol or system behaviour at different
traffic levels and is known as a Poisson arrival process. The Poisson distribution de-
scribes the arrival process for calls or packets and characterises the inter-arrival times.
Such traffic models are already used for evaluation of a variety of MAC protocols for
WSN [107][86].
We can calculate the next packet arrival time by using the following:
Average number of events per interval =
(packet size/datarate) · (number of transmitters/load)
(3.1)
λ = 1/Average number of events per interval (3.2)
Time until next packet arrival = −log(rand)/λ (3.3)
where packet size and datarate are shown in bits and bits/second. load is measured
in Erlangs and rand is a uniformly distributed random number in the range from 0
to 1. In single-hop scenarios where every node can detect the rest, a maximum load
represents the system capacity and is 1 Erlang.
Saturated Traffic
We use a saturated traffic model extensively as it presents a significant challenge to
the system. Such a model simply generates a new packet as soon as the previous-
generated packet is successfully passed on (to the sink or the next hop). We consider
saturated traffic here at a node level rather than network level as only some nodes
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may be active.
This seems most viable in situations such as fire monitoring. The more information
shared in the event of fire means the better the situational picture becomes. In ad-
dition, such traffic can test the system/protocol to the critical limit and provides the
worst case load performance. It also shows if the system/protocol becomes unstable
under high load conditions.
3.2 Empirical Evaluation
3.2.1 Performance Metrics
To evaluate system performance we use several different metrics. These are sum-
marised in this section.
Throughput
Throughput is measured in Erlangs and is calculated based on the number of packets
received successfully at the sink throughout each simulation. It can be expressed as:
Throughput =
number of packets received at the sink ∗ packet size/bitrate
simulation time
(3.4)
which essentially represents the ratio of time that is spent in successful reception over
a given simulation time. Usually a maximum of 1 Erlang can be achieved (unless the
system uses multiple channels) in the case of a single-hop topology. For multi-hop
chain network, the theoretical maximum value becomes more complex to calculate
and depends on the interference model chosen. Usually overheads are not included
and environments are not perfectly represented in the calculation. Therefore only a
value close to the theoretical maximum throughput is achievable.
Offered Traffic
In some of our simulations we also consider offered traffic. This is a measure of the
amount of transmitted traffic. It is measured in Erlangs and can be expressed as:
Offered Traffic =





To measure the latency of the packets we also measure end-to-end packet delays. This
provides us with information about how long packet takes to get through the network.
In addition, depending on scenario, latency can be critical. Having a system that
has lower throughput but better latency could offer significant advantages for some
scenarios (moorland fire monitoring). Information arriving late might not be of any
use.
End-to-end delay is measured in seconds from the instant of packet generation until
the end of successful reception at the sink.
Fairness
In a WSN, fairness is an important aspect of the system. Some nodes in the system
can be overwhelmed by interference from other nodes. This can cause them to lose
packets (and therefore never present their data to the sink), while other nodes pass
packets continuously. In critical environmental monitoring situations, information
from every node counts. Therefore fairness of data throughput from each node has to
be maintained.
We establish the throughput fairness for different sources using Jain’s Fairness In-






n ·∑ni=1 x2i (3.6)
where, in this case, n is the number of source nodes and xi is the throughput from the
ith source node. The results range from 1/n (worst case) to 1 (best case).
Settling Time
For a variety of learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms, settling time (or
convergence time) is an important metric to consider. Settling time shows when the
algorithm has finished adapting and stopped searching/exploring for new solutions.
However, some of the algorithms by nature never settle and always have some con-
tinuous movement, adaptation. In many cases it is considered as initialisation time
of the network. In this thesis, the results do not separate initialisation and settled op-
eration. Results are displayed as the average over the whole simulation time. This
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also includes the non-settled operation time. During this time, performance is usually
lower than when settled.
3.2.2 Statistical Validation
To ensure the results presented in this thesis are statistically valid we use different
approaches to displaying them. Firstly, we extensively use Cumulative Distribution
Functions (CDF) to display the majority of obtained results. This provides a useful
and informative way to see all the statistical features in the data - median values,
percentiles and deviations. In addition, we include tables that summarise mean values
and deviations numerically. This is useful when comparing different schemes.
The results are displayed following a large number of simulations (1000 runs) and
over sufficiently long runtime (up to 10000 seconds) to give accurate plots and statis-
tically significant results. A long runtime also ensures that any bottlenecks or unex-
pected drops in performance are detected.
In the case of other types of plots, we use multiple simulations (at least 100) to average
each data point. Where necessary, we also use box plots to represent the data more
clearly.
Box plots
Later we use box plots extensively. These are extremely useful when a large amount
of statistical data needs to be presented. A box plot visually summarises the main
statistical features of data in a simple and easy to understand way. An example of a
box plot is shown in Figure 3.7. Sometimes box plots show min and max values us-
ing whiskers. However in long tail distributions this presents inaccuracies, as outlier
values are not included in min and max definitions. Here we redefine whiskers to
represent the 5th and 95th percentiles for clarity.
3.2.3 Model Validation
As we built our simulations from a theoretical baseline, we needed to validate our
models. We use some basic schemes such as Pure-ALOHA and Slotted-ALOHA to
demonstrate correct operation of the physical layer in simulation. These schemes are
very well established and the results are well known. Simple validation test results
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Figure 3.7: Box plot example
for these classic schemes are shown in Figure 3.8.




















Figure 3.8: Classic ALOHA simulations
3.3 Comparison Scheme
We chose as our comparison scheme the IEEE 802.11-1999 standard [117] - CSMA/CA
with RTS/CTS and Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB). It is widely used and provides
simplicity and good performance without requirements for synchronisation. It effects
collision avoidance through carrier sensing and uses RTS/CTS messages to inform
surrounding nodes of transmissions by way of dealing with the hidden node prob-
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lem on multi-hops. BEB aims to avoid further collisions or interference. Compared to
many other, much newer, WSN protocols, CSMA is very low in complexity but offers
good performance without synchronisation even for substantial networks. State-of-
art MAC protocols that address particular aspects of WSNs, in fact, use raw CSMA or
802.11 standard as a fall-back mechanism to maintain good performance when syn-
chronisation is not available [61]. Due to its popularity and clearly defined implemen-
tation, many other researchers also use this scheme for comparison too [118, 56, 55].
While IEEE 802.11 is not an energy efficient protocol, it still provides comparable or
even better performance under varying conditions when compared to state-of-art pro-
tocols [119]. There are many alternative protocols for WSN. Some of the more well
known and established ones are S-MAC, Z-MAC and LEACH. There is a consider-
able range of approaches, many of which are complex. We now make some general
comments on their suitability. Contention schemes are appropriate for distributed
networks but suffer from energy waste through collisions. Distributed scheduling is
potentially energy efficient but requires a lot of signalling and therefore scalability
suffers. With the increased complexity of the state-of-art schemes, their appropriate-
ness for comparison becomes questionable, whereas the classical IEEE 802.11 scheme
is well known and established which aids in the understanding of performance.
This is why we chose it for comparison. Our aim is to propose very low complexity
protocols with a good performance. For clarity and comparison, we also show and
discuss maximum theoretical bounds when evaluating the performance.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter has presented a summary of simulation methods, evaluation and valida-
tion techniques employed to generate the results in this thesis. The key metrics used
are throughput, end-to-end delay and fairness. For baseline comparison we use IEEE
802.11 standard which offers simple yet well performing solutions. One of the key el-
ements of our proposed protocols is simplicity of their operation. Therefore the IEEE
802.11 standard fits well for comparison. In addition the results are well known and
gives good comparative insight of the performance evaluation.
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In this chapter, we discuss our work and findings in searching for a simpler way to
define Medium Access Control (MAC). In particular significant similarities between
control engineering fundamental theory and the MAC layer behaviour exist. Control
engineering in its essence is about designing systems to exhibit desired behaviour. At
its core, the approach simplifies the problem via feedback where specific behaviours
are controlled. We wished to explore a similar approach to MAC and further improve
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it by applying some more sophisticated control by means of Distributed Artificial In-
telligence (DAI). We define the transmission delay concept. After applying this con-
cept to a simple ALOHA problem we apply an off-line Particle Swarm Optimisation
(PSO) to prove the possibility of optimising multi-hop networks via use of only the
defined transmission delay parameter. The discussed concept of transmission delay
is then carried on and further explored in Chapter 5 and 6 (on Swarming MAC and
E-MAC).
4.1 Medium Access Control and Control Engineering
Control engineering conventionally defines a system in a general form to comprise a
controller, a plant and some form of feedback from the sensed outputs of the plant
back to the input of the controller. To explain these terms, let us take a simple exam-
ple of controlling boiler pressure. In such a system, we have a valve that measures
the boiler pressure and tries to maintain required pressure inside by either opening
more or closing down. The boiler, forms a plant, which we try to control. Measured
pressure is a form of feedback back to a controller (the valve). This valve compares
required pressure with measured pressure and produces the error signal (the differ-
ence between measured pressure and maximum allowed pressure). Based on the error
signal it either closes down or opens up more (acts as a policy).
Hence, the input signal (required pressure) is coupled with the feedback (measured
pressure) to form an error signal to which a policy is applied, amplifying or reducing
it (valve opening). The output (or a fraction of it) is fed back to the controller, which
then acts on the new input signal and adjusts the signal controlling the plant with the
objective of improving the output (maintaining required pressure).
Similarly we can represent MAC protocol behaviour. Generated traffic can be consid-
ered as an input to the system. The controller accepts feedback and generated traffic
and regulates offered traffic. This offered traffic passes through the plant (environ-
ment) and the output is a function of throughput. Feedback in this case is in the form
of acknowledgements. The controller can act to increase or decrease offered traffic
based on these acknowledgements. A comparison is shown in Figure 4.1.
Much research that models communications using control engineering theory already
exist [120, 121, 122]. However, in this thesis we use the similarity between control
engineering theory and communications as an inspiration to define a different way of
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controlling transmissions.
Figure 4.1: MAC and control engineering mechanism comparison
4.1.1 Controlled Transmission Delay
To mimic a simple control engineering system we can define a simple transmission
delay (txDelay). The txDelay value represents a time period after each transmission
during which no new packet transmission would be allowed. A larger txDelay cor-
responds to lower offered traffic (less frequent transmissions). Just as in a control
engineering problem, changing txDelay would control the output (almost like boiler
pressure). Feedback in this case corresponds to transmission outcome (acknowledge-
ment or time-out).
Figure 4.2: MAC and control engineering mechanism comparison
Transmission delay is different to back-off. It is constantly applied directly after trans-
mission no matter what the outcome. Back-off usually is only applied after a trans-
mission failure and is reset after it succeeds. The txDelay value can be incremented or
decremented based on each outcome and a new, updated value can be applied for the
next coming transmission. Example of this transmission delay is shown in Figure 4.2.
We normalise the value of txDelay to packet durations for clarity. Packet duration can
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be expressed as (packetsize/bitrate). Hence if packet duration is 100ms, transmission
delay of x would imply a waiting before next transmission is allowed of x×100ms.
The txDelay is defined from the start of transmission. A value of 1 would imply no
transmission delay as it would expire at the same time as the transmission is finished.
This also sets the minimum value of txDelay as 1 packet duration.
4.1.2 ALOHA with Transmission Delay
We can take this simple concept and apply to a Pure ALOHA scenario. We treat ac-
knowledgements as the form of feedback and, based on outcome, increment or decre-
ment the txDelay value at each node. We need to consider the scale of incrementation
and, in this particular case, the dispersion during the incrementation to avoid repet-
itive collisions. To make sure this is satisfied the incrementation can be randomised
within a small range.
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of txDelay variation (direct control engineering feedback
for txDelay)
1 while network running do
// Update txDelay
2 if ACK is received then
3 txDelay ← txDelay − rand(0, 5)
4 end
5 if ACK expired then
6 txDelay ← txDelay + rand(0, 5)
7 end
8 end
Algorithm 1 shows the general pseudo code of the protocol and how txDelay will
be varied. If acknowledgement fails - this means there is contention on the channel,
hence incrementing txDelay (reducing output). Successful transmission implies the
channel is either fully- or under-utilised so the output could be increased (decrement
txDelay).
This simple implementation is not expected to offer high throughput, but should be
able to limit the output and stabilise the throughput even at high generated traffic
levels. Pure ALOHA in this case tends to suffer in performance significantly.
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4.1.3 Experimentation
To quickly evaluate the possibility of using transmission delay, we set-up a classical
scenario. We define a one-hop scenario where 50 nodes attempt to transmit a packet to
a single sink (discussed in Section 3.1.1). The traffic is modelled as a Poisson process
in this case (see in Section 3.1.7).
We define a simple protocol for comparison and a protocol that we want to test:
Classical Pure Aloha - If a node has a packet to transmit, transmit it immediately. If
a transmission is in progress, transmit directly after this is finished. If a packet
does not reach the sink, do not retransmit.
Aloha with transmission delay - If a node has a packet to transmit and transmission
delay is not engaged, transmit immediately. At the start of transmission, en-
gage transmission delay with the txDelay value. txDelay initially starts as 1 (no
delay). Change txDelay value based on Algorithm 1.
Figure 4.3 shows throughput versus generated traffic of each protocol. It is clear that
both perform well at low traffic load and not many collisions occur. ALOHA with
transmission delay is simply working like Pure ALOHA as txDelay value stays at 1
due to no collisions. However when the traffic load becomes too high, Pure ALOHA
tends to suffer in performance with throughput tending to zero. Our approach with
transmission delay, as expected, stabilises. Therefore it avoids decline in throughput.
Unlike usual back off schemes the txDelay value also retains memory of the channel
which can represent the condition of the environment.
4.1.4 Conclusions
This method, inspired directly by Control Engineering, does not show any significant
improvement on Pure ALOHA and does not outperform any state of the art schemes.
However it is the basis of a concept that can be utilised for applying simple DAI tech-
niques. While this particular approach would not achieve good performance in more
complex multi-hop scenarios (as is the case for Pure ALOHA), a more sophisticated
controller of transmission delay that would imply distributed intelligence could be
feasible. Transmission delay by itself forms a very simple parameter to adjust with
the objective of controlling the MAC layer, and it can be applied to a variety of algo-
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Figure 4.3: Throughput when direct control engineering based feedback for txDelay
is applied
rithms. In addition it does not incur additional processing/storage requirements and,
by itself, can provide a measurable indication of node performance.
4.2 Particle Swarm Optimisation
Algorithms inspired by nature attract our attention due to their emergent problem
solving abilities in a distributed manner. The PSO is one such algorithm. It has proven
its optimisation capabilities in a variety of engineering problems. We could apply
such an algorithm to decide on the transmission delay value necessary to optimise
the network. This section will introduce the PSO and the main concepts behind it.
4.2.1 Flocking in Natural Systems
Many emergence examples can be observed in nature, particularly in swarms. Reynolds [123]
looked at bird flocking behaviour and treated the whole flock as an interaction be-
tween simple individuals. Each individual was only affected by the behaviour of near
neighbour individuals. Based on this he modelled the behaviour of each individual
using three simple rules:
• Separation - avoid colliding with neighbouring individuals.
• Alignment - try to match heading and velocity of neighbours.
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• Cohesion - try and stay at the centroid of the nearest neighbours.
These three simple rules successfully recreated bird flocking and show the power of
emergence, and the ability of multi-agent systems to cooperatively perform compli-
cated tasks [124]. The simulated flocking agents were originally called boids [123].
This led to the inspiration for an optimisation algorithm referred to as the PSO [125].
4.2.2 Social Concept
Kennedy [126] identifies three main principles that formed patterns in social behaviours.
These are:
• Evaluation - defines how each entity evaluates itself and finds features.
• Comparison - allows entities to compare themselves to others and establish bet-
ter evaluated features.
• Imitation - the entity tries to imitate what it has learned during comparison.
PSO takes the concept of boids [123] and combines it with these social principles ob-
served naturally. This combination creates a powerful optimisation tool that enables
intelligent flocking through a solution space. This behaviour shows rapid conver-
gence to find optimal solutions.
4.2.3 Basic Particle Swarm Optimisation Operation
The entities in PSO are called particles. Each particle represents a position in the
solution space. A position can represent a parameter value of a particular algorithm.
Performance of the algorithm can be evaluated using this parameter. This forms the
fitness value that is a function of the position of a particle.
To enable particle movement, each particle also has a velocity associated with it. In-
spired by social and flocking concepts, the velocity of each particle is influenced by the
best positions found (based on fitness values). Both personal and neighbour/global
best fitness positions are used. Given a number of such particles, flocking towards
and around good solutions emerges from these interactions.
Flocking enables exploring around a potential solution. This either refines the solution
obtained at each step or aids in preventing convergence to local optimal solutions.
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4.2.4 Particle Swarm Optimisation Algorithm
Each particle has information associated with it - fitness, position, velocity and per-
sonal best position. In a general PSO there is also the global best position which is es-
tablished from within the whole particle population. If we assume a single dimension
solution space (f(x)) and a particle swarm that consists of i entities, we can express
the information about each as:
xti − position of the ith particle at iteration t
vti − velocity of the ith particle at iteration t
lti − the best found ith particle position at iteration t (local best)
In a classical PSO [125] we also define current g which is the global best position.
Three main steps are iterated, in sequence, in this algorithm:
Compare - the position of each particle is compared and the position with the best
fitness is recorded as g
Update (imitate) - the velocity and position of each particle are updated based on l
and g according to:






where φ1 and φ2 are random weights in the range [0, 1], c1, c2 are constants (in the
original algorithm simply set to 2) and w defines the inertia weight of particles.
Evaluate - the fitness of each particle position (solution) is evaluated (using a speci-














where f(·) evaluates fitness
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Iterating over these three simple steps allows particles to migrate towards the best
global solutions. At the same time particles are being attracted to the best personal
solutions as well. These are also called cognitive (lti − xt−1i ) and social (g − xt−1i )
components of particles. However, the nature of this classical algorithm is unstable
as velocities can increase with no bound. Hence, Kennedy and Eberhart originally
proposed the limiting parameter vmax to restrict particle movement [81].
These simple rules form the basis for PSO that achieves a complex movement of par-
ticles through the solution space. The task of searching for a solution is not explicitly
defined in the algorithm but instead it emerges from the interactions between parti-
cles. Particles then flock towards the best solution. This ability to concentrate in the
area around the known best solutions opens quick discovery of even better solutions.
Nevertheless, this can also cause particles to stay in local optima and not explore suf-
ficiently. This can be avoided by considering different particle deployments and ad-
justing the acceleration of particles (using different w).
4.2.5 Multi-dimensional Particle Swarm Optimisation
While the simple concepts of PSO are more easily explained as a one dimensional
problem, the real power of the PSO lies in multi-dimensional (or multi-objective) op-
timisation. All the concepts remain the same. In addition, position and velocity of
each dimension is updated separately using the same formulas as in Equations 4.3-
4.2. Both l and g in this case store values of all dimensions and present the most fit
combination of the positions.
4.3 Optimising Transmission Delay for Multi-Hop Chain Net-
work
As a proof of concept, we apply PSO to a multi-hop chain network to optimise the
static transmission delay of each node to improve performance. This allows us to
judge whether it is possible to use only transmission delay as a means of MAC on
more complex problems.
If we take a large communications network, we can split it into smaller segments, each
forming a simple multi-hop route back to the sink. We can apply a transmission delay
to every node of this route and control it such that better performance is achieved.
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We also discuss this type of scenario in Section 3.1.1. Here we use a scenario with 10
nodes, one of which is a sink (node 0).
4.3.1 Offline Particle Swarm Optimisation
In order to test the feasibility of transmission delay usage on this simple chain net-
work we will consider the static case. We assume that each node starts with a pre-set
transmission delay value. This allows us to run the system and obtain the achieved
throughput as well as fairness. We will use a PSO algorithm to optimise the pre-set
transmission delay values for each node in the chain. Fitness will be defined as an
equal combination of both throughput and fairness.
Implementation
We implement the optimisation in this case as a 10 dimensional problem. Each dimen-
sion represents the transmission delay value for each node. Therefore during the op-
timisation, each particle will move in a 10 dimensional solution space. We then have a
number of particles moving around this space and storing their own best found posi-
tion (l) for the cognitive component. The global best position (g) would be evaluated
at every iteration to provide a social component for the swarm. Essentially we would
have a specified number of particles swarming in a 10 dimensional space.
Throughput can take a value between 0 and 0.25 Erlangs. Fairness is evaluated using
Jains Fairness Index (explained in Section 3.2.1) which takes the maximum value of
1. To equalise the weight of throughput and fairness contributing to fitness we can
define fitness as:
fitness = 4× throughput+ fairness (4.4)
Throughput and fairness therefore contribute equal amounts towards the evaluation
of fitness for this optimisation.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code for this optimisation. The general structure of
this optimisation follows the 3 main steps for a PSO:
Evaluate - Run a simulation based on each particle position (10 dimensions - 10 trans-
mission delay values for 10 nodes). Obtain results and evaluate fitness based on
throughput and fairness (using function defined on lines 4-6). Update l of each
particle. Lines 8-10 in Algorithm 2.
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Compare - the l fitness of each particle is compared and the position with best fitness
is recorded as g. Lines 11-12 in Algorithm 2.
Update (Imitate) - The velocity and position in every dimension of every particle is
updated based on l and g values. Lines 13-19 in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code of Particle Swarm Optimisation applied to find static trans-
mission delays
1 Create n particles with random position and velocities for d dimensions:
2 xtn,d and v
t
n,d for d ∈ 0..9 and t = 0
3 Set c1, c2, w Set t = 1;
4 Function f(x)
// Fitness function
5 Simulate: Noded transmission delay is set to xt−1n,d where d ∈ 0..9
6 Return value 4× throughput+ fairness
7 for t iterations do
// Evaluation step
8 for n particles do
9 If f(xt−1n,d ) is higher than f(ln,d) set ln,d to x
t−1
n,d for d ∈ 0..9
10 end
// Comparison step
11 Find the particle n with highest f(ln,d) value
12 Set the gd to ln,d for d ∈ 0..9
// Imitation step
13 for n particles do
14 for d dimensions do
15 Generate two random numbers φ1, φ2 between 0 and 1 (uniform
distribution)
16 Set vtn,d = v
t−1
n,d + c1 · φ1 · (ln,d − xt−1n,d ) + c2 · φ2 · (gt−1d − xt−1n,d )








4.3.2 Experimental Optimisation Results
We set up an experiment that runs Algorithm 2 for the network shown in Figure 3.1.
In addition we simulated cases where nodes 8, 7 and 6 are also sources, forming a 1 to
4 source cluster at the end of chain. This then enables evaluation of fairness as well.
Saturated traffic is assumed in order to find the performance limits (see Section 3.1.7).
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Parameters
Based on the classical PSO algorithm, we set the operating parameters to those values
shown in Table 4.1. w defines the acceleration of particles. w < 1 slows down parti-
cles and makes the search finer (decelerates). w > 1 makes particles more energetic
(accelerating quickly), therefore exploring a wider solution space. We chose a value
of 0.7 as it generally provides faster convergence towards better solutions [127].
Communications related parameters are shown in Figure 4.2. The bit rate here is cho-
sen based on a popular ZigBee platform for WSN [128].






Table 4.2: Simulation Parameters
Parameters Values
Channel bit rate 250 Kbits/s
Data packet length 1000 bits
ACK packet length 20 bits
RTS/CTS packet length 20 bits
Transmit range 200 m (1 hop)
Interference range 400 m (2 hops)
Results
Results for fitness values, throughput and fairness versus number of iterations are
shown in Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. The results clearly indicate that even
such a simple parameter as transmission delay can provide solutions which are very
close to the theoretical best performance values. As anticipated, the cases with more
sources need more iterations to optimise the values due to the more complex environ-
ment. However all cases offer higher than 0.23 Erlangs throughput within only 500
iterations. All cases find near perfect fairness as well.
Figure 4.7 also shows a representation of possible solutions found by the PSO. It
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Figure 4.4: Fitness values versus number of iterations - Optimising transmission de-
lays for chain network (Section 3.1.1) using PSO.






















Figure 4.5: Throughput versus number of iterations - Optimising transmission delays
for chain network (Section 3.1.1) using PSO.
presents transmission delay values chosen for each node for cases with different num-
bers of sources. In all the cases (except the 4 source case) we can see a clear pattern of
transmission delay chosen for the source nodes. It makes the sources further along the
chain maintain lower transmission delay to provide fairness. All the other nodes are
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Figure 4.6: Fairness versus number of iterations - Optimising transmission delays for
chain network (Section 3.1.1) using PSO.
randomly chosen below the value of 4. These nodes essentially do not affect perfor-
mance as long as they do not delay the packet transmissions too long. Interestingly,
the 4 source case provides a solution where node 8 maintains txDelay of 8.128 and
node 9 maintains 5.439. While this might look unusual, separate individual tests have
shown high throughput and fairness under this configuration. We did not specify any
other fitness influencing parameters in the optimisation other than throughput and
fairness, so the system does not optimise for the number of collisions or packet losses.
Sometimes a packet goes through but an acknowledgement is lost. This does not re-
duce the throughput at the sink (node 0) as the packet is still received but the node
that sent the packet will not be aware of this.
Figure 4.8 shows the average throughput over time for given solutions in Figure 4.7.
All nodes take some time to settle into consistent operation and then perform very
well, quickly reaching good average throughput. Interestingly, the case with 2 sources
takes the longest. At the beginning the system exhibits more repeated collisions due
to txDelay at node 8 and 9 being very close to multiples of each other. Please note that
nodes 1-7 may appear to have random txDelay values. As long as these nodes have
a value lower than 4.1 (less than 0.25 Erlang throughput), it means a packet can pass
through uninterrupted (no collisions). The source node txDelay value regulates how
often packets are passed through the network.
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Figure 4.7: Transmission delay solutions for each node found by PSO.



























Figure 4.8: Average throughput for nodes with txDelay solutions presented in Fig-
ure 4.7.
4.4 Conclusions
The implementation of a static transmission delay policy for MAC control on multi-
hop chain networks offers an extremely simple and well behaved solution. This can be
easily applied to situations where the environment is precisely known before deploy-
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ment. This knowledge allows pre-optimised transmission delays and therefore re-
duces the processing requirements. However, this particular implementation would
not work efficiently under a changing environment or where precise conditions are
not known before deployment.
Nevertheless we use these results as a proof of concept for using transmission delay
to control medium access. In addition the application of an offline PSO allows for
pre-optimisation of the system for known conditions. The topology of a PSO closely
relates to that of a WSN. In Chapter 5, inspired by the PSO algorithm, we explore the
possibility of using its concepts in an online manner to enable cooperative intelligent
control of a MAC layer that uses transmission delay.
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This chapter introduces a novel Medium Access Control (MAC) scheme for ad-hoc
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). It is based upon the emergent properties of complex
systems, exploiting the concept of swarm intelligence. The benefits brought about by
this approach are node simplicity given very low implementation overheads, which
also contributes to network scalability. Through the co-operative behaviour of nodes,
a network can exhibit emergent self-initialisation and organisation and is then able to
adapt to environmental and structural changes. The protocol was developed using
social concepts drawn from the field of Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO), alongside
negative feedback concepts from control system engineering. It offers comparable or
69
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better performance (in throughput and delay) with lower complexity and less over-
heads for larger scale networks when compared to the widely used and simple but
still very effective IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA standard.
5.1 Motivation
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) can provide a number of benefits to a variety of
applications ranging from monitoring to industrial control. Technological advances
now enable device deployments in large quantities. To keep costs low and operational
times long, the need to simplify the hardware and software of the devices becomes a
challenging task. Given the key benefits of these devices lie in communications, ef-
ficient and reliable MAC becomes increasingly more important. Inspired by biology,
we believe the application of algorithms derived from natural phenomena can be ben-
eficial when taking up such a challenge.
Swarm Intelligence (SI) is inspired by the social behaviour of biological swarms such
as ant, bee and termite colonies. While each entity in a colony is simple, complex be-
haviour and patterns emerge when they interact with each other and cooperate [80].
This emergence phenomenon has inspired many optimisation algorithms such as PSO
[129], Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) [130] and the bees algorithm [83]. They employ
emergence and distributed intelligence to solve problems with considerable effective-
ness. Whilst each entity in a swarm is simple and easy to create, achieving emergence
and useful behaviour from social interactions is not an intuitive and easy task.
The purpose of this chapter is to present a new online SI based MAC scheme. We
design the protocol to operate online with PSO concepts (offline PSO optimisation is
discussed in Chapter 4). It enables self-organisation and adaptivity, where a swarm
of nodes is simply and independently able to determine the maximum possible rate
to generate/send packets. The scheme demonstrates better performance for larger
networks when compared to a more complex, sensing-based Carrier Sense Multiple
Access (CSMA) scheme. We compare our scheme to CSMA/CA because it is a well
established standard, widely used and understood not only in many WLANs, but also
as part of the IEEE 802.15.4 WPAN [131] and IEEE 802.11 standards.
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5.1.1 Control Engineering in Medium Access Control
In Chapter 4, we presented a method of controlling transmission at the MAC layer
using transmission delay. This method was inspired by approaches used in control
engineering where some form of feedback is used by a controller to reduce or increase
the input to the system to achieve a desired output.
Transmission delay is a different method of back-off which is applied after every sin-
gle transmission and either incremented or decremented but never reset. In Chapter 4
we presented a simple scheme where the Transmission Delay length was incremented
and decremented given failure or success during transmission respectively. We mea-
sure Transmission Delay in packet durations (the time it takes to transmit one packet).
We denote it txDelay.
In Chapter 4 we presented the application of an Offline PSO to optimise txDelay val-
ues in a simple multi-hop chain network that performs well. However the Offline
PSO can only be used as a pre-deployment optimisation where precise environment
conditions are known. In this chapter, we present a protocol which we have devel-
oped using the same PSO principles but for online operation and optimisation. Each
node using this protocol aims to optimise its txDelay based on observations of its
neighbours and its own failures and successes, in real time.
5.2 Swarm Intelligence-Based Medium Access Control Proto-
col
We propose that each node in the WSN acts as a particle and ’moves’ around the solu-
tion space based on transmission delay). Hence, each node searches for the best trans-
mission delay to increase the fitness. Fitness in this case is based on data we know
about the environment that a node is operating in. For simplicity, we choose to use an
average probability of success taken over a set of packet transmission outcomes. The
average is calculated using the Robbins Monro (RM) [132] algorithm.
PSO information is shared between the closest nodes by adding it to every packet and
acknowledgement. Before each transmission, each node updates its own fitness and
finds the global best fitness based on information it has about itself and its neighbours
(directly reachable nodes). Then it performs the update step and recalculates the ve-
locity and hence the new position in the solution space. This position is the transmis-
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sion delay. We expect this implementation to make nodes change transmission delays
as a swarm. In this case nodes will tend to be both competitive and altruistic - they
will try to achieve the best probability of success tempered by information about their
neighbours. We define the update step as:
v = w · vt−1 + φ1 · (l − xt−1) + φ2 · (n− xt−1) + τ (5.1)
x = xt−1 + v (5.2)
where φ1 and φ2 are random weights in the range [0, 1], w is the inertia weight, x is
simply a transmission delay, l represents the delay associated with best fitness from
own experience and n represents the delay associated with the best performing neigh-
bour. τ plays an important role in this equation. It provides direct feedback about
node performance based on experience. We define it as:
τ =

+vc · (1− ps) , if an ACK failed
−vc · (1− ps) · rc , if an ACK succeeded
(5.3)
where vc is the control velocity, ps is the historical probability of success based on pre-
vious values, rc is the control ratio. τ provides a push for particles in either direction
based on recent acknowledgement status. vc is a constant that defines the speed at
which particles react to the feedback. The control ratio allows nodes to slow down
once they are successful which increases the resolution of the search. The (1−ps) term
also provides a resolution increase after a node becomes more successful. It reduces
the τ speed and improves accuracy, thereby enabling nodes to settle down. It also
allows nodes to wake up again and start moving if the environment changes and ps
drops.
All the parameters in the Swarming MAC algorithm (Table 5.1) were set based on
nominal values for PSOs [133]. We also ran some parameter sweeps which showed
that performance is generally insensitive to the variations in nominal parameter val-
ues in the PSO part of the algorithm. We ran parameter sweeps for the different τ
parameters. We also found these to be insensitive around the nominals and only
changed significantly at parameter extremes.
The benefits of the algorithm appear when a swarm of identical elements is execut-
ing it. The outcome is due to the social interaction between the nodes. Nodes share
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Table 5.1: PSO parameters
Parameters Values
w (inertia weight) 0.5
vc (control velocity) 0.3
rc (control ratio) 0.02
α (RM averaging) 0.05 (over 20 values)
their transmission delay by adding a tiny amount of information to every data and
acknowledgement packet. Shared information and the PSO model for cognitive and
social components allow the intelligent movement of particles through the solution
space. When nodes change the transmission delay cooperatively under this algo-
rithm, patterns are formed which enable simple collision avoidance and good delay
and throughput performance. Most applications of PSO are performed off-line (op-
timisation before deployment) whereas our proposed algorithm operates on-line (in
real-time).
5.3 Scenario and Assumptions
5.3.1 The Basic Scenario
300 nodes are randomly deployed (under a uniform distribution) in a 2km2 area. All
nodes use the same channel for transmission and reception. There is only one sink
node in the network, randomly chosen from the existing nodes. All nodes act as sen-
sors. All the data packets are of the same length. To sort out routes, Djikstra’s Shortest
Path routing algorithm is used. There is no synchronisation between nodes. The sce-
nario is based on large-scale wireless sensor networks with high node density. Such a
scenario is discussed in Section 3.1.4.
5.3.2 Traffic
In many real-time monitoring WSNs, the end-to-end delay of data is very important.
Hence, instead of simulating a Poisson arrival model we use a saturated model where
source nodes generate packets as soon as the last data packet has been successfully
transmitted (as discussed in Section 3.1.7). Hence the transmitted data is always the
newest. In the case of a Poisson model this is not always true if the queue grows. In
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an example case of moorland fire monitoring, the data delay is very important and
late data is of little use.
5.3.3 Propagation and Radio
We use a well established model, with communication and interference based on de-
fined hop ranges. Interference range is always twice the communication range. Only
the packets within 1 hop (communication range) can be received. Packets are consid-
ered to be received successfully if there is no overlap between other inbound reception
or interference. Even though distances are very small, we do not ignore propagation
delay. The radio and propagation model used here is discussed in Section 3.1.6. Based
on realistic devices we also assume that nodes cannot start a new transmission if they
are currently in successful reception since the hardware would prevent it.
5.3.4 Scheme for Comparison
We simulated our swarming protocol and as a comparison have implemented and
simulated CSMA. We implemented the protocol that is used in the well known IEEE
802.11 standard - CSMA/CA with RTS/CTS and Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB)
(discussed in Section 3.3). This also shows the best performance when compared to
other variations without RTS/CTS or BEB. As we are considering a hop-based model,
we simulated two different detection/sensing ranges for CSMA. One case had a sens-
ing range of two hops (hence sensing all the interference and reception). Another
case used one hop sensing range. We felt this was necessary as, in reality, the sensing
range can vary. A large sensing range reduces the collisions but can also exacerbate
the exposed node problem. If the sensing range is too short nodes are susceptible to
a hidden node problem. We also simulated Pure ALOHA with BEB just to show the
simplest form of MAC protocol for comparison.
5.3.5 Simulation Parameters
Table 6.1 shows the simulation parameters.
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Table 5.2: Simulation Parameters
Parameters Values
Channel bit rate 250 Kbits/s
Data packet length 1000 bits
ACK packet length 20 bits
RTS/CTS packet length 20 bits
Transmit range 200 m
Interference range 400 m
5.4 Performance Evaluation
5.4.1 Metrics for Analysis
We assume that nodes are pre-initialised with routing information (through simple
Pure ALOHA schemes). To obtain statistically valid results, we run simulations on
100 different randomly generated maps. Each map is run for 100 times. The results
for each map are averaged over these runs. This then produces average results for 100
different maps. We plot results as a Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF). In this
way statistical features of the data are preserved.
The metrics used in this section are summarised in Table 5.3. More details on each can
be found in Section 3.2.1. In addition we also show transmissions per packet. This
provides data on the number of packet retransmissions before reaching the sink node
and is a simple indication of likely energy consumption.
Table 5.3: Swarming MAC performance metrics
Metric Unit Reason
Throughput Erlang Evaluates the data transfer capabilities
Fairness Jain’s fairness in-
dex










number of packet retransmissions before
reaching the sink node
5.4.2 Results
Figure 5.1 shows the throughput performance of the Swarming MAC protocol and
two comparison schemes (CSMA and ALOHA). We also show CSMA results for two
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different sensing ranges. 50% of the values for CSMA 1-Hop sensing and the Swarm-
ing MAC protocol exhibits a throughput of 0.085 Erlangs or better, while CSMA
2-Hop sensing achieves 0.013 Erlangs or better. The results show that, in terms of
throughput, CSMA with the full sensing range (2 hops) outperforms all the proto-
cols. However CSMA with a smaller range does no better than our proposed Swarm-
ing MAC protocol. We have taken two extreme examples of CSMA here - one with
maximum sensing range and another with the minimum. In reality CSMA hardware
should be tuned for signal detection thresholds to optimise the throughput. Moreover,
CSMA uses Physical Carrier Sensing (PCS) and RTS/CTS to prevent collisions. How-
ever the Swarming MAC protocol, just by using distributed intelligence can achieve



























Figure 5.1: Throughput CDF
comparable throughput with much greater simplicity.
Figure 5.2 shows the end-to-end delay performance. A clear trade-off between CSMA
detection ranges can be seen here. While at the full sensing range CSMA performs
better in terms of throughput, it under-performs in terms of end-to-end delay when
compared with the 1 hop detection range CSMA. Nevertheless, the Swarming Proto-
col here shows similar/better performance in terms of delay compared to both CSMA
cases. In this case, over 55% of values for CSMA 2-Hop sensing show delays of 10
seconds or more. Only 20% and 25% of values for the Swarming MAC protocol and
CSMA 1-Hop respectively exhibit the same performance.
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Figure 5.2: Delay CDF
Figure 5.3 provides information about the fairness of the throughput between the
nodes. In this case the performance of all schemes is very close with a slight edge
for CSMA. For about 50% of the cases, all protocols perform with a fairness index of
0.7 or more. However in the other 50% of the cases, the Swarming Protocol shows
worse performance.
Figure 5.4 shows the number of transmissions per packet through the route for successfully-
received packets. This also represents an indication of energy efficiency [62]. In this
case, the Swarming MAC protocol clearly outperforms both CSMA cases. CSMA with
the full sensing range also shows better results than CSMA 1 hop sensing range. The
better the sensing capabilities of CSMA, the more collisions it is able to avoid, thus
reducing the number of retransmissions but increasing the delay. The Swarming Pro-
tocol, however, manages to maintain a good throughput while reducing the number
of transmissions per packet and delay. In 50% of cases the Swarming Protocol pro-
vides 10 or fewer transmissions per packet or less. However CSMA 2-Hop and CSMA
1-Hop show around 12 and 16 transmissions per packet respectively. Another factor
to consider is protocol simplicity. In these simulations CSMA was using both hard-
ware sensing capabilities and RTS/CTS packet transmissions to reduce the chances
of collision. However, it also introduces overheads. The Swarming MAC protocol
does not use any sensing or any additional messages to achieve its performance. All it
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Figure 5.3: Fairness CDF
does is add small amounts of information (small overheads) to each packet and share
its current fitness and delay. This in conjunction with the PSO concepts, allows the
nodes (like a swarm) to create an emergent solution. The scheme builds up a route
with transmission delays to prevent many collisions and reduce delay. Sometimes,
however, because it is cautious, it reduces the frequency of transmission by increasing
delay, therefore reducing throughput slightly. We have noticed that with larger net-
works there is tendency for the Swarming MAC protocol to outperform CSMA even
more. The longer the routes become, the harder it becomes for CSMA to deal with
the hidden node problem. However for small scale networks CSMA shows very good
results as RTS/CTS and sensing can prevent most of the collisions. The performance
of the Swarming MAC protocol has also been compared to ALOHA with BEB, for the
purpose of demonstrating how it offers significantly improved throughput and delay
performance given a similar level of complexity.
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Figure 5.4: Transmissions per packet CDF
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5.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a Swarming MAC protocol as a novel approach to MAC in
a WSN. The protocol exhibits good throughput and delay performance with simplis-
tic implementation and no sensing or synchronisation. The scheme provides a new
foundation for MAC protocol design from a different DAI perspective. The compar-
ative results with IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA RTS/CTS show that our proposed protocol
provides comparable throughput performance, better delay performance and fewer
retransmissions per packet. The Swarming MAC Protocol also exhibits lower com-
plexity and demonstrates self-organisation. However, the defined formulas are com-
plex and difficult to analyse or predict. We also feel a more significant improvement
in performance could be achieved. Instead of applying and adjusting algorithms in-
spired by biology and nature, in the next chapter we decide to look directly at biologi-
cal systems. By using mechanisms found nature, we try to create emergent behaviour
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6.1 Motivation
Imagine the scenario where an emergency service, such as fire and rescue, is required
to monitor a large area of moorland for spontaneous outbreaks of brush fire [134].
Any such monitoring would be required to report on temperature and humidity levels
that indicate high risk conditions and, subsequently, the movement of fire fronts. The
movement of fire fronts can be highly unpredictable and poses a serious danger to
personnel and equipment. This is an ideal opportunity to deploy a Wireless Sensor
81
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Network (WSN) over a wide area from a suitable aerial platform. It should also be
possible to deploy more of these low-cost nodes should there be an operational need.
This scenario presents a set of significant challenges [135]. Long-term remote oper-
ation necessitates low power usage and a very simple MAC protocol in each inex-
pensive node. In contrast, nodes are required to minimise end-to-end delay with
no sensor node being dominant (high fairness levels). In the case of these simple
nodes, only one communications channel may be available, necessitating an efficient
MAC protocol to control the transmissions, ensure correct operation and achieve high
throughput. Nodes will be required, at different times, to act purely as relay nodes
whilst at other times, they may be additionally required to generate and place data on
the network. The protocol must therefore facilitate adaptability.
Many protocols have been proposed for WSNs which offer different benefits [136, 56,
49]. Schemes that employ sophisticated synchronisation or significant information
exchange to achieve organisation and performance are inappropriate in the context
presented here. Yet, as the scale of networks increases, the need for some form of
synchronisation and information exchange becomes overwhelming even if only at a
local level.
Routing becomes a challenging task in large-scale networks as well. Dissemination
of routing information and discovery of routes becomes difficult process. There are,
however, many examples and proposals for good routing practices in the scientific
community [137][138]. In this chapter we focus on the MAC layer.
In this chapter we present Emergence Medium Access Control (E-MAC), our biolog-
ically inspired solution based on very simple rules. We have already explored the
possibility of using biologically inspired computing optimisation algorithms in or-
ganising and optimising the performance of wireless sensor network (cf Chapter 5 on
Swarming MAC). However, given the limitations of the presented protocol, we de-
cided to step down closer to biology itself rather than researching algorithms inspired
by biology. This way we can better understand the emergence of complex systems
in nature and their parameter-free behaviour as well as use nature as inspiration di-
rectly. "Parameter-free behaviour" refers to a system which does not require setting
parameters in advance or is not sensitive to the parameters.
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6.2 Biological Metaphors
The ability of natural systems to self-organise, reorganise and provide fault-tolerant
operation has inspired a huge diversity of mathematical and engineering solutions [139,
140, 141]. For example, the evolutionary metaphor (e.g. genetic algorithms and ge-
netic programming) has enabled otherwise intractable optimisations and facilitated
the discovery of novel processes, algorithms and systems [142]. Similarly, the social
metaphor (e.g. particle and robotic swarms and multi-agent systems) has done the
same, and contributed to the understanding of the emergent properties of complex
systems [81].
E-MAC was inspired by the social metaphor.
In this case, very simple entities, generally referred to as agents, can offer significant
benefits and highly complex behaviours when operating in groups and interacting
with each other using simple rules. This swarming offers emergent behaviour on a
higher social level [143]. Examples from nature include:
• Ant colonies which exhibit complex foraging and task allocation behaviour with-
out central coordination [144]
• Termite colonies that can build complex structures without a global blueprint [145]
• Locust swarms which can fly in perfect synchrony in their billions, efficiently
exploiting localised air streams [146]
All of these are achieved without central control, and only through very simple rules,
interactions and reaction to the local agent environment, and without explicit encod-
ing of the emergent behaviours. In each case there are up to millions of very simple en-
tities that are continuously changing (adapting, exhibiting different behaviours) with-
out affecting the overall, global performance. The complex behaviours arise from the
interactions between individuals affecting their local environment. Self-organisation,
adaptation and fault-tolerance are frequently the emergent properties of these sys-
tems. This simplicity and the same emergent properties correspond to what could be
defined as ideal for distributed WSNs.
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(a) Response threshold curves based on
Equation 6.1






















(b) Exponential response curves based on
Equation 6.2
Figure 6.1: Response threshold functions
6.2.1 Task Allocation and Division of Labour in Social Insects
It has been observed that many species of social insects exhibit emergent task alloca-
tion and division of labour. Without the need for a leader, colonies of huge number of
entities are able to organise the tasks. The process usually arises through emergence
from simple actions taken by nodes. In addition, such processes are highly robust and
adapt to the different needs of the colony. Bonabeau [80] proposed a model based on a
response threshold that models the behaviour of ants and bees and shows emergence
behaviour at the colony level for the task allocation. The response threshold defines
how individuals react to their environment (stimulus). It provides a way to define a
probability of taking up an action, given certain stimuli from the environment and the
threshold of that stimulus. A threshold can be varied between individuals - therefore
creating specialised workers. For example, in an ant colony we can consider forager
and fighter ants. Foragers will have a lower threshold for collecting food and a higher
threshold for fighting. Therefore they will more likely take up foraging. Fighter ants
with a reversed threshold would show a higher tendency towards fighting. Never-
theless given the lack of foragers, the stimuli for foraging increases, therefore fighter
ants would start to get involved into foraging tasks as well. The process also involves
a learning process. If an agent is performing a task, the threshold for that task will
decrease (increasing the likelihood of performing that task again). This also provides
a natural process of specialisation.
For example, the probability to take up a task given a certain threshold and stimuli
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where s is the environmental stimuli, θ - the response threshold and n defines the
steepness of the curve (see Figure 6.1a).
θ essentially defines the tendency to take up an action given the environmental stim-
uli, so differently specialised insects would have different threshold towards certain
tasks. For example, when θ is 1 in Figure 6.1a the stimuli has to be very high to in-
crease the probability of taking up a task defined by this threshold. However, when
theta is 50, even a small stimuli will have a high probability of causing a response.
Another similar example (Figure 6.1b) of a response curve function is given by Plowright
[147] [80]:
Tθ(s) = 1− e−s/θ (6.2)
Similar trends arise in both functions where the probability of engaging is small for
s << θ and is close to 1 for s >> θ [80].
The very simple model presented here can provide very powerful and complex be-
haviour. Without explicitly specifying behaviour, it emerges due to social interactions
between insects and the stigmergy (phenomena of indirect communication by alter-
ing environment). In addition, very robust, self-organising, scalable and adaptive
behaviour is achieved.
This type of behaviour can be applied to variety of optimisation problems and re-
source allocation algorithms as well.
6.2.2 Ant Clustering and Sorting
Another very simple and yet very powerful example of emergent behaviour in social
insects is corpse clustering or brood sorting. Ants tend to form cemeteries from dead
ants, clustering them in one or more areas outside the nest. This is achieved in a
distributed fashion, without any central control and can give powerful insights for a
variety of optimisation strategies. In a very similar fashion, a brood is sorted in the
nest to improve efficiency when taking care of it.
Daneubourg [148] proposed a model for this behaviour. At a high level this model
provides an emergent positive feedback where the larger the pile of items, the more
it attracts other items to be dropped in the vicinity. However the model represents
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(a) t=0 (b) t=250,000 (c) t=100,000,000
Figure 6.2: Simulation of ant clustering
the behaviour of mobile agents (ie ants or other insects) and whether they pick-up an








where f is the perceived fraction of items in the neighbourhood (or encountered items
in specified time), k1 is a threshold. Hence the probability of picking up an item is
high when f is small compared to k1 (not many items around) and vice versa. The







The probability of dropping items is high when there are many items around and
low otherwise. If we spread items randomly in the environment and let a number of
agents following these few rules randomly walk in the environment some emergent
results can be seen. Figure 6.2 shows the simulation using these rules where items
form clusters over time. This is one of the examples of emergence - where complex
behaviour arises by itself, due to stigmergy in this particular case.
6.2.3 Biological Mechanisms
A lot of similar trends can be observed in different processes in biology/nature. The
above sorting and task allocation mechanisms both follow very similar rules yet, ap-
plied to different problems, yield different complex results. In both cases we can dis-
tinguish a defined random process which is triggered via a threshold - either reinforc-
ing the behaviour or diminishing it (positive and negative feedback). The same can be
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observed in variety of other biological processes such as the response of immune sys-
tems [149], oscillations caused by interacting genes and proteins [150] or even plant
communities [151].
What if we mimic this random threshold based response in communication systems,
such as a wireless sensor network, where we wish to control the transmission of pack-
ets and use the observed success of transmission to obtain the environmental stimuli?
Would that show any emergent properties and provide a feasible solution? This is the
true inspiration behind E-MAC.
6.3 Emergence Medium Access Control Protocol
When monitoring harsh environments over large areas of undulating terrain, we re-
quire cheap, simple nodes that can adapt to different communication requirements
and environmental conditions without the need to tune specific system parameters.
Also, network fault-tolerance is needed where nodes are likely to progressively fail
at, for example, the onset of a fire front. Furthermore, adding nodes should not trig-
ger wholesale network reconfiguration to accommodate them; only locally-affected
regions should adapt without affecting global emergent behaviour.
All of this can be otherwise achieved with precise deployment planning and com-
plex algorithms. Such approaches tend to introduce many tunable parameters which
require more operational maintenance. Also, it is not usually possible to anticipate ev-
ery scenario and its conditions. We assert that it is better exploit biological metaphors
that offer appropriate emergent properties through simple rules of interaction.
The E-MAC protocol employs the notion of reaction to the intensity of stimulus from
neighbouring agents. We use a stochastic approximation of the probability of success-
ful message packet transmission as that stimulus.
6.3.1 Protocol Design
The goal of E-MAC is to provide good performance with very low complexity. The
protocol is based on a simple implementation inspired by the biological social metaphor
of swarm reactions to an environment. The bare minimum amount of data is shared
during each data packet transmission. No additional transmissions are made and there
is no need for carrier sensing.
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This section will start with a basic overview of components in E-MAC and present an
overall view of what E-MAC does. Then it will continue with detailed information on
the algorithm.
Transmission Delay
Many MAC schemes or protocols employ the concept of back-off to reduce conges-
tion and offered traffic, allowing other transmissions to compete for channel access.
Once a packet is either received or dropped, back-off is usually reset. Any information
on previous actions and outcomes in the environment is then lost. E-MAC employs a
back-off strategy that does not subsequently reset, but either increases or decreases in-
crementally. We more appropriately use the term transmission delay which is changed
after each (un)successful packet transmission. Increasing or decreasing transmission
delay controls the overall transmission rate and, in the manner of conventional back-
off, allows other nodes to transmit on the channel. However, unlike traditional back-
off schemes, it maintains a transmission rate that becomes periodic and predictable.
In effect, the transmission delay retains historical information about the environment
which helps to prevent nodes from experiencing repeated congestion. We also discuss
and show feasibility of transmission delay in Chapter 4.
Basic Operation
E-MAC performs a simple update action which is called when an acknowledgement is
received or a time-out occurs. During updates, E-MAC simply changes the transmis-
sion delay duration depending on the acknowledgement outcomes. The adjustable
transmission delay is engaged every time the MAC layer passes a packet to the physi-
cal layer for transmission. Therefore once the transmission delay is engaged, the node
is not allowed to transmit packets, in the manner of conventional back-off. When
the transmission delay expires, the node is again allowed to send a packet. Control-
ling the transmission delay can effectively allow control of the time period between
packet transmissions. The way transmission delay is varied is based on a biological
social metaphor. Both the averaged and most recent acknowledgement outcomes are
used to define an appropriate stimulus to modify the transmission delay. Note that no
explicit distinction is made between origination and back-off modes as in usual com-
munication systems. Transmission delay is applied after every single transmission.
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Robbins Monro and Probability of Success
The stimulus used to increase/decrease transmission delay is the average observed
probability of successful packet transmission. Here we employ a stochastic approxi-
mation, the Robbins Monro algorithm [132]. It offers approximate averaging without
the need for significant storage of past values. Additionally, it approaches an average
value in a non-linear way, which provides a more realistic stimulus representation
(similar to biological models in Section 6.2.1) and offers the possibility of continuous
reaction. The Robbins Monro algorithm is given by Equation (6.5):
Xi = (1− α)Xi−1 + αXnew (6.5)
where Xi is the approximated mean after iteration i and Xnew is a new sample. In
E-MAC, Xnew represents the outcome of the ith transmission (0 or 1 for failure or suc-
cess respectively). Updating Xi at each transmission outcome gives an approximate
average (probability of success). It provides a way to track the current probability of
success at each node. This can be then used as the intensity of stimulus for appropri-
ate agent action. α weights current experience against the prior approximation of the
mean.
This forms the response threshold discussed in Section 6.2.2. If we draw a random
number between 0 and 1 and take action if the drawn number is larger than Xi then
the probability of responding is 1 − Xi. For a lower Xi value the algorithm will be
more likely to respond. Figure 6.3 show the response probabilities given the starting
value and number of consecutive events (success or failure). The curves also show
very similar trends to the exponential response functions shown in Figure 6.1 and
Equations 6.1 and 6.2.
The Basic E-MAC Algorithm
Using the stimulus proposed in Section 6.3.1 we implement Algorithm 3 that deter-
mines the changes to the transmission delay.
When a node experiences contention on the channel, there is a greater likelihood of
corrective action otherwise there is none (lines 12 - 13 and 20 - 21). This corresponds to
the response threshold formed by approximated probability of success (pSuccess) via
the Robbins Monro algorithm. Consecutive failures exponentially increase the chance
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after consecutive successes starting at differ-
ent Xi values
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(b) Probability of responding (take action)
after consecutive failures starting at differ-
ent Xi values
Figure 6.3: Probability of responding after consecutive events when using Robbins
Monro algorithm for approximated pSuccess, α = 0.2
of corrective action, whereas consecutive successes quickly diminish the chance to
act. In addition to responding to acknowledgement failures (lines 14 -15), we want
a node to react to the historical performance of the adjacent downstream node (lines
22 - 23) to prevent congestion. The whole algorithm mimics the way in which swarm
colonies react to their immediate environment which is usually represented as the
stimuli intensity.
Experimentation shows that direct response to acknowledgement performance (Ack
Effect at lines 12 - 19) effectively controls transmission delay. The network settles
at reasonable delay values throughout and avoids collisions along a multi-hop chain.
Nevertheless, congestion can build up at nodes. To alleviate queue build-up we have
added another action (Queue Effect at lines 20 - 25). It requires each node to share its
queue size with its adjacent upstream node by adding this small amount of informa-
tion to every transmission and acknowledgement.
Multiple source operation
The protocol, in the form depicted in Algorithm 3, does not search for a transmission
delay that gives fair operation when more than one source node exists in a multi-hop
chain. Only very specific transmission delay solutions would offer perfect, collision
free operation. A second source would have to have a multiple of transmission de-
lay that is used by the first source. In addition a certain phase shift of transmission
delay would be required. This could take very long to achieve. Therefore, some ex-
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5 while network running do
// Update
6 if ack failed then
7 recent_outcome = 0
8 else
9 recent_outcome = 1
10 end
11 pSuccess = (1− α) ∗ pSuccess+ α ∗ recent_outcome
// Ack Effect
12 R = generate random number between 0 and 1
13 if R > pSuccess then
14 if recent_outcome = 0 then
15 tx_delay = tx_delay + change_scale
16 else




20 R2 = generate random number between 0 and 1
21 if R2 > pSuccess then
22 if queue at next hop > my queue then




tra functionality is necessary. In the spirit of the biological social metaphor, the chain
continues to use established information and forces nodes that become active to join
the flow rather than disrupt it through dissonant transmission delays.
Using a simple extension, if a relay node also starts to function as a source node (or
source node also starts to function as a relay), its packets join the flow by limiting
its own transmissions to the incoming receptions. Essentially the node that is both
source and relay would only transmit a packet directly after receiving one - this avoids
interfering with the the built up transmission delays on the chain.
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Fair Queuing
We have adopted a fair queuing strategy in E-MAC. This implies that packets in the
queue from different sources are treated fairly to avoid the formation of dominant
nodes. The queue prioritises packets from different sources in a round-robin fash-
ion. In addition if there is more than one packet in the queue from a specific source,
the most recent one is transmitted and older ones associated with that source are dis-
carded. The use of such queueing is justified by the emergency environmental mon-
itoring scenario which requires the most up-to-date data. Nevertheless, the queuing
itself does not guarantee fair operation as the relayed packets can be lost due to MAC
behaviour and collisions further down the chain.
This strategy may seem wasteful as not all packets coming from upstream sources are
passed on, but all are acknowledged - despite some later being dropped. However,
the pay-off is that the chain can quickly adapt to new sources arising along a chain
using one simple protocol. Given the scenario described at the start, the availabil-
ity of information from all active source nodes at a high and sustainable data rate is
important.
We could have taken a more parsimonious approach where new-source nodes inform
those upstream to send only every nth packet. However, our experimentation shows
that if a particular node then stops sourcing packets, it takes a lot longer for upstream
source nodes to re-adapt and begin to send data more frequently in an appropriate
fashion.
Overall protocol process
Several different events take place during wireless node operation at the MAC layer.
These are packet reception from the physical payer, packet reception from the network
layer, acknowledgement timeout and back-off timeout or, in E-MAC, transmission
delay expiry.
Initialisation of Algorithm 3 occurs during node startup. When packet reception from
the physical layer occurs, the MAC layer passes the packet to network layer if ap-
propriate, and an acknowledgement is sent back. When packet reception from the
network layer occurs, if the node is currently not receiving a packet at the physical
layer and/or a transmission delay is not in progress, the node passes the packet for
transmission to the physical layer immediately and the transmission delay is then
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engaged. Otherwise it waits until the current transmission delay expires. Once the
acknowledgement is received or a timeout occurs, Algorithm 3 lines 6-27 execute to
update the transmission delay value.
6.3.2 Simulation Parameters and Assumptions
The Basic Scenario
We evaluate E-MAC as a 12-node multi-hop chain, indexed from 0 to 11 (0 is the sink).
All nodes use the same channel for transmission and reception. All nodes are iden-
tical and can act either as relays, sources, or both. There is no direct synchronisation
between the nodes and the inter-hop distance is 200 meters. This scenario is shown
for clarity in Figure 6.4. This type of scenario is also discussed in Section 3.1.1.
Propagation and Radio
A traditional hop based model is used for the communication and interference where
nodes are able to transmit their data over 1 hop (nearest neighbours) but interference
is experienced over 2 hops (as shown in Figure 6.4). Later, we increase the interference
range to observe the adaptability and performance of the protocols in different con-
ditions. Packets are only received correctly if no interference or other transmissions
are present. We define propagation delay based on the distance between the nodes.
Given that real device hardware can only perform one action, transmit or receive, in
simulation nodes are not permitted to transmit if they are in a successful reception
state. Such a model is also discussed in Section 3.1.6.




Figure 6.4: The chain scenario
Traffic
We use saturated traffic to simulate packet generation. This is to test the stability and
maximum performance of the protocol. Also, we want to mimic the behaviour that
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would be required during critical monitoring situations where as much data as possi-
ble needs to be generated and conveyed along the chain. A new packet is generated
as soon as one is successfully transmitted and that node is available to transmit again.
The initial packet transmissions start within the first second of simulation according
to the uniform random distribution. The purpose of this is to avoid starting multiple
sources at the same time. Saturated traffic is also discussed in Section 3.1.7.
The Comparison Scheme
This is the IEEE 802.11 standard - CSMA/CA with RTS/CTS and Binary Exponen-
tial Backoff (BEB). Compared to many other much newer WSN protocols, CSMA is
very low in complexity but offers good performance without synchronisation even
for substantial networks. It is also perhaps one of the best known schemes which aids
understanding of performance for the reader. This is why we chose it for comparison.
E-MAC is of even lower complexity as it does not employ RTS/CTS messages or any
hardware sensing to avoid collisions. E-MAC exploits collisions as part of the notion
of reaction to the stimulus intensity of neighbouring agents. Note, the same fair queu-
ing policy is adopted in the CSMA scheme. The comparison scheme is also discussed
in more detail in Section 3.3.
Simulation Parameters
Table 6.1 shows the simulation parameters.
Table 6.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameters Values
Channel bit rate 250 Kbits/s
Data packet length 1000 bits
ACK packet length 20 bits
RTS/CTS packet length 20 bits
Transmit range 200 m (1 hop)
Interference range 400 m (2 hops)
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6.3.3 Results
Metrics for Analysis
We assume that routing would be pre-initialised using Djikstra’s shortest path routing
(through a simple pure ALOHA scheme). We plot results as Cumulative Distribution
Functions (CDF) over 1000 simulations using different random number seeds. We use
CDF because it provides an informative statistical view of protocol operation. Mean
and standard deviation tables are additionally provided.
The metrics used in this section are summarised in Table 6.2. More details on each can
be found in Section 3.2.1.
Table 6.2: E-MAC performance metrics
Metric Unit Reason
Throughput Erlang Evaluates the data transfer capabilities
Fairness Jain’s fairness in-
dex




seconds Evaluates the time it takes for packet to
reach sink.
Performance evaluation
Theoretically the maximum throughput that could be achieved on a long multi-hop
chain is 0.25 and 0.2 Erlangs for 2 hop and 3 hop interference cases respectively. Given
a chain network where nodes can communicate over 1 hop but interfere within 2 hops,
transmissions can only happen at every 4th node at the same time. In the case of 3 hop
interference, only every 5th node can be transmitting at the same time.
Figures 6.5 & 6.6 and Table 6.3 show throughput performance of E-MAC and the com-
parison CSMA scheme. There are two sources on a chain - one at the end furthest
from the sink node (node 11) and one in the middle (node 5). For the 2-hop inter-
ference model, E-MAC significantly outperforms CSMA in all the simulations. For
3-hop interference, it is better in 97% of the simulations. Even though CSMA employs
interference detection on the channel and avoids the hidden node problem through
RTS/CTS, it is still not fully able to exploit channel capacity. The significantly simpler
E-MAC protocol nevertheless achieves much better results. Furthermore, the results
also incorporate the period during which E-MAC is self-organising and settling to-
wards the best transmission delay. This self-organisation of transmission delay indi-
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rectly synchronises the network to source transmissions, thereby avoiding collisions.
If a source places packets on the network at the correct rate, they will move sufficient
hops downstream before the next packet is sent, thereby avoiding collisions. Through
the emergence of rate searching, hop-by-hop flow control occurs. Once settled to the
correct rate, the end-to-end flow control becomes operational and throughput quickly
rises close to the theoretical bounds. Under E-MAC, without the need for an explicit
timing mechanism, the network achieves very good throughput performance.




















Throughput comparison CDF, 2 hop interference range, 2 sources
CSMA, RTS/CTS, Interference Detection
Our E-MAC scheme
Maximum theoretical throughput
Figure 6.5: Throughput for system with 2 sources and 2 hop interference range
Table 6.3: Throughput (Erlangs) (mean ± standard deviation)
CSMA E-MAC Maximum Theoretical
2 hop interference 0.1186 ± 0.0010 0.2344 ± 0.0140 0.25
3 hop interference 0.1015 ± 0.0009 0.1853 ± 0.0186 0.20
Figure 6.7 and 6.8 show the packet end-to-end delay results for 2 hop and 3 hop in-
terference respectively. Both graphs represent delay for packets arriving from 2 dif-
ferent sources (nodes 11 and 5) for both schemes. Again, significantly better end-to-
end delay performance can be seen using the E-MAC protocol. Note, from Table 6.4,
that end-to-end delay statistics for E-MAC and CSMA delay performance are both
fairly consistent over the 1000 simulations. The minimal latency of E-MAC also arises
through the same rate interactions. Once source nodes find a good transmission delay,
the packets travel through the route with minimal collision or interference. This en-
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Throughput comparison CDF, 3 hop interference range, 2 sources
CSMA, RTS/CTS, Interference Detection
Our E-MAC scheme
Maximum theoretical throughput
Figure 6.6: Throughput for system with 2 sources and 3 hop interference range
sures that a packet is not held up at any node due to back-off or failure. The outcome
is reduced end-to-end delay.
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End-to-End packet delay CDF, 2 hop interference, 2 sources
E-MAC src id 5
E-MAC src id 11
CSMA src id 5
CSMA src id 11
Figure 6.7: End-To-End delay for system with 2 sources and 2 hop interference range
Figure 6.9 and Table 6.5 show fairness results (Jain’s Fairness Index, as described in
Section 6.3.3) for the 2 hop and 3 hop interference models using the E-MAC and CSMA
protocols. The results indicate ideal performance from the E-MAC scheme and near
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End-to-End packet delay CDF, 3 hop interference, 2 sources
E-MAC src id 5
E-MAC src id 11
CSMA src id 5
CSMA src id 11
Figure 6.8: End-To-End delay for system with 2 sources and 3 hop interference range
Table 6.4: End-to-end delay (mean ± standard deviation)
CSMA E-MAC
2 hop interference src 5 0.1002s ± 0.0011 0.0503s ± 0.0027
src 11 0.2104s ± 0.0024 0.0748s ± 0.0027
3 hop interference src 5 0.1108s ± 0.0014 0.0598s ± 0.0079
src 11 0.2262s ± 0.0029 0.0847s ± 0.0104
ideal performance from CSMA. Despite both schemes using the same fair queuing
mechanism, some packets get lost under the CSMA protocol, due to collisions. This
slightly reduces CSMA fairness.
To extend the scope of the results to show the performance of E-MAC with differ-
ent numbers of source nodes ranging from 1 to 10, we consider the chain scenario
where the specified number of source nodes are placed at the end of the chain. These
results are shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11, which exhibit the same trends as the pre-
vious results. Note that the throughput results for the two node case in Figures 6.10
differ slightly from the results presented in Table 6.3, due to the different placement
of source nodes in the original topology (where one of the two source nodes is lo-
cated in the middle of the chain). E-MAC clearly outperforms CSMA RTS/CTS and
performance is very close to theoretical boundaries in the scenario. We can see a sud-
den variance in CSMA RTS/CTS fairness results. Even with a fair queuing, CSMA
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Fairness CDF, 2 sources
CSMA 2 hop interference
E-MAC 2 hop interference
CSMA 3 hop interference
E-MAC 3 hop interference
Figure 6.9: Fairness for system with 2 sources
RTS/CTS seems to become unstable once a clear dominating node appears in the net-
work. Under 10 source operation, every-node in the network is a source. The source
closest to the sink is only 1 hop away. This source, due to its success and quick de-
livery, starts dominating the network, thereby operating as a single hop (breaking
throughput bounds) and blocking out other transmissions (significant drop in fair-
ness).


















Mean throughput comparison for different number of sources
CSMA, RTS/CTS, Interference detection, 2 hops interference
CSMA, RTS/CTS, Interference detection, 3 hops interference
Our proposed scheme, 2 hops interference
Our proposed scheme, 3 hops interference
Maximum theoretical throughput 2 hops interference
Maximum theoretical throughput 3 hops interference
Figure 6.10: Mean throughput comparison for different numbers of sources
Overall, we have observed significant performance benefits of E-MAC over CSMA
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Mean fairness comparison for different number of sources
CSMA, RTS/CTS, Interference detection, 2 hops interference
CSMA, RTS/CTS, Interference detection, 3 hops interference
Our proposed scheme, 2 hops interference
Our proposed scheme, 3 hops interference
Figure 6.11: Mean fairness comparison for different numbers of sources
Table 6.5: Fairness (Jain’s Fairness Index) (mean ± standard deviation)
CSMA E-MAC
2 hop interference 0.9740 ± 0.0031 ∼ 1 ± 0.00000797
3 hop interference 0.9745 ± 0.0032 ∼ 1 ± 0.00002833
in two measured performance criteria (throughput and end-to-end delay) and better
performance for fairness. The simplicity of E-MAC, in terms of hardware and com-
putational requirements, is truly encouraging. The basis for this is the exploitation of
emergence through simple exchanges of information piggy-backing on an otherwise
trivial MAC protocol. The network is able to self-organise and adapt to different sce-
narios without requiring extra parameters or a shift in the simple agent behaviours.
Emergence provides us with indirect synchronisation which boosts throughput and
reduces end-to-end delay. Furthermore, the reduced number of collisions improves
overall fairness.
Parameters
Earlier, we stated that a property of biological systems is a lack of scenario-specific
parameter tunings. The reader will have noted that two parameters seem to abuse
this notion in E-MAC: α and change_scale.
Figure 6.12 and 6.13 are contour plots which show the variation of throughput when α
and change_scale are varied. Actual change_scale values are related to packet length.
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It is clear that performance is generally insensitive to these parameter values. How-
ever some trends can be observed.
We have set change_scale values to be 10% of packet length, where E-MAC performs
well. Greatly increasing the value causes the resolution of transmission delay to be
too coarse so that E-MAC does not perform well. An excessively low value causes
very slow settling and adaptivity.
We also see from Figure 6.12 and 6.13 that the value of α should be in the general
region of 0.2. Choosing extreme values will cause the transmission delay to settle
slowly (low α), or away from a value commensurate with good throughput and re-
duced ability to adapt (high α). In fact when α approaches value of 1, the Robbins
Monro algorithm no longer tracks past values and essentially only line 16 in Algo-
rithm 3 remains active. The protocol will only respond to the last acknowledgement
outcome, leading to unstable behaviour. Nonetheless almost any chosen value will
provide better performance than that achieved by CSMA.
The same observations can be seen in the end-to-end delay performance for different
parameter values given in contour plots in Figures 6.14, 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17.
It is important to note from contour plots that, given almost any values for these pa-
rameters, in the scenarios presented, E-MAC will perform better than CSMA.
Throughput for different α  and change_scale, 2 hop interference


















Figure 6.12: Throughput variation when α and change_scale are varied
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Throughput for different α  and change_scale, 3 hop interference


















Figure 6.13: Throughput variation when α and change_scale are varied
End to End delay for different α  and change_scale for src id 5,
 2 hop interference























Figure 6.14: End-to-end delay variation from source 5 when α and change_scale are
varied
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End to End delay for different α  and change_scale for src id 5,
 3 hop interference























Figure 6.15: End-to-end delay variation from source 5 when α and change_scale are
varied
End to End delay for different α  and change_scale for src id 11,
 2 hop interference























Figure 6.16: End-to-end delay variation from source 11 when α and change_scale are
varied
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End to End delay for different α  and change_scale for src id 11,
 3 hop interference























Figure 6.17: End-to-end delay variation from source 11 when α and change_scale are
varied
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6.4 Settling Time and Theoretical Analysis
To further reinforce knowledge of E-MAC operation we provide theoretical models of
its operation and settling time. We also show the general behaviour trends and show
that E-MAC will always tend to settle.
6.4.1 Definition of the Markov Model
By default, the algorithm is based on memory in the system, through the Robbins
Monro (RM) algorithm that calculates pSuccess (affecting the urge to change trans-
mission delay). In addition, transmission delay varies, which also affects what the
outcome will be (lower transmission delay - greater chance of collision).
In order to satisfy the Markov property, state transitions cannot depend on previously
visited states. Therefore we can specify each state of the system as having a specific
transmission delay value and specific psucc values. This removes their dependency
on previous states (removing the memory component from the process).
Consider a simple multi-hop chain with 1 source at the end. This source will send
packets that pass along the chain to the sink at the other end. We use the previous
scenario from Figure 6.18. This entails that we have 1 hop transmission and 2 hop
interference ranges where the source is node 11 and the sink is node 0. This specifies a
simplified environment for the system in order to build a state based model to observe
the tendencies of the system and demonstrate its settling. We will only look at the state
value of the source rather than all nodes due to complexity. We will also not model
the Queue Effect (in Algorithm 3 in the Markov model. Nevertheless the benefits of
the Queue Effect will be discussed.
Transmission delay specification and its effect on states
Given a simple chain network as shown in Figure 6.18, we can observe the relationship
between transmission delay and the chance of collision (at node 9). We have simulated
different static transmission delays in such scenario. The trends across different trans-
mission delay ranges arise (note: the transmission delay value is normalised to the
packet transmission duration):
Transmission delay greater than or equal to 4.1: Due to packets travelling sufficiently
far away along the chain, no collisions will occur (100% chance of successful
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Figure 6.18: Multi-hop chain network
transmission). This relates to the maximum possible throughput on such multi-
hop chain (0.25 Erlang). Delaying transmission for 4 packet lengths after each
transmission would relate directly to offered traffic of 0.25 Erlangs. Additional
0.1 delay is added due to propagation delays and waiting for an acknowledge-
ment.
Transmission delay between 3.1 and 4.1: The first sent packet will go through. How-
ever, at node 7 the acknowledgement will be interfered with due to a new trans-
mission from node 9. In addition the transmission from node 9 will fail due to
the acknowledgement sent from node 6 interfering with its reception at node 8.
After collision is ended, node 7 will retransmit the packet and receive the ac-
knowledgement successfully. Node 6 will detect a duplicate and drop it instead
of passing it through. The new transmission from node 9 will follow the same
process again. This means that every other packet sent from node 9 will fail. In
other words there is a 50% chance of successful transmission).
Transmission delay between 2.1 and 3.1: In this situation, once node 9 sends the packet,
node 8 has enough time to pass it to node 7. However node 7 starts transmission
at the same time as node 9 starts a new one. However node 9 does not interfere
with reception at node 6. Hence the packet goes through but the acknowledge-
ment coming back to node 7 is lost due to interference from node 9. This causes
nodes 9 and 7 both to retransmit and fail again and again (even though a packet
actually got through). This chain of events ends once the number of retry limit is
reached. Therefore there is only 12.5% chance on average of a successful trans-
mission at this stage.
Transmission delay between 1 and 2.1: Packets transmitted from node 9 will reach
node 8 but a new packet from node 9 will be sent during the transmission of
a packet from node 8 to node 7. The only successful transmission at node 9
will appear to be the very first one. The other successful transmission would
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occur when node 8 reaches a retransmission limit hence stopping transmission.
Therefore the same situation as in the previous cases happens and there is only
12.5% chance of success from node 9 perspective.
Simulations were run with static transmission delays set at the sources to verify
these statements. The results are shown in Figure 6.19.































Probability of success vs Static Transmission Delay
Figure 6.19: Probability of successful transmission given static transmission delay
RM pSucc specification and effect on states
Based on the Algorithm 3, pSucc has a direct effect on the likelihood of increasing or
decreasing transmission delay. The higher the pSucc value the less chance there is to
act at all. Probabilities to act and not to act can be modelled as:
pact = 1− pSucc (6.6)
pnot act = pSucc (6.7)
However, it is not straightforward to set discrete pSucc values to be used for states.
As pSucc is varied through the RM algorithm it creates a non linear space for change
in pSucc. Figure 6.20 shows the general change in pSucc given all successess and fail-
ures of transmitting starting at 0 and 1 respectively. One can immediately notice that
this would form a continuous space of values since failure and success can occur at
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anytime and given the number of events it could potentially change pSucc value to
anything between 0 and 1. However we can adopt a technique used by Kosunalp [152]
to discretise the space based on the change in value going upwards (all success). Once
the transition occurs that changes the pSucc value we can round it to the nearest avail-
able value based on a defined scale. Because the scale is non linear and most states are
at higher pSucc values. This enables us to model more accurately the region closer to
convergence, reducing inaccuracies caused by modelling.






















All successful outcomes starting at 0
All failed outcomes starting at 1
Figure 6.20: Change in pSucc value based on Robbins Monro algorithm given success
or failure (α = 0.2)
The State Grid
Based on specified txDelay and pSuccess values we can define a grid of states. Vary-
ing values of txDelay can be represented horizontally and varying discrete pSucc val-
ues can be spaced vertically as shown in Figure 6.21.
Essentially there are four possible transitions at each state. These are:
1. Fail to transmit and act
2. Fail to transmit and do not act
3. Succeed in transmitting and act
4. Succeed in transmitting and do not act
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Figure 6.21: State Grid with states holding value of transmission delay and pSucc
Transitions 1 and 3 consider acting. Therefore these transitions will change the txDelay.
Transitions 2 and 4 will not change txDelay (do not act). Nevertheless every transition
will change the pSucc value as the event is only considered when success or failure
happens which triggers the calculation of new pSucc value. Given the transitions we
can also visualise the general movement across the grid in terms of directions. Fig-
ure 6.22 shows the movement caused by transitions in terms of next state values.
Figure 6.22: Transitions directions in terms of next state values
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Probability and next state definitions
We can define the probabilities of failure or success based on the state transmission
delay values (from Figure 6.19):
psucceed =

0.125 transmission delay ∈ [1,3]
0.5 transmission delay ∈ [3.1,4]
1.0 transmission delay > 4
(6.8)
pfail = 1− psucceed (6.9)
Decision to act or not to act is dependant on the pSuccess value calculated via the RM
algorithm (α = 0.2 as defined at the end of Section 6.3.3). Each state has this value.
However, based on the probability of success of recent transmission, this value will
be changed for the transition to the next state. We can define two different values for
pSuccess given success or failure occurs:
pSuccessafter success = pSuccess · (1− α) + α · 1 = pSuccess · 0.8 + 0.2 (6.10)
pSuccessafter failure = pSuccess · (1− α) + α · 0 = pSuccess · 0.8 (6.11)
Given these probabilities, we can also define the probabilities to act or not act given
success or failure:
pact if fail = 1− pSuccessafter failure (6.12)
pnot act if fail = pSuccessafter failure (6.13)
pact if succeed = 1− pSuccessafter success (6.14)
pnot act if succeed = pSuccessafter success (6.15)
Finally we can define the probabilities of moving to other states as shown in Fig-
ure 6.22:
pfail not act = pfail · pnot act if fail (6.16)
pfail act = pfail · pact if fail (6.17)
psucceed not act = psucceed · pnot act if succeed (6.18)
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psucceed act = psucceed · pact if succeed (6.19)
These equations define the transition probabilities but we also need to define the next
state for these transitions. In both non-act cases, transition will be to the state of the
same transmission delay. The next state pSuccesss value will be pSuccessafter success
or pSuccessafter failure (rounded to nearest discrete value) based on the outcome. The
next state pSuccess value for act cases will follow the same principle but transmis-
sion delay for the fail case will be incremented by 0.1 and decremented by 0.1 for the
success case.
This model is able to accurately simulate transitions. However, the settling time
would be hard to define due to ambiquity caused by the transmission delay itself.
Transmission delay prevents the system from taking any action based on its value.
For example if the given transmission delay is 3, the system will not start a transmis-
sion for 3 packet lengths and that will prevent any transitions. Nevertheless we can
model the timing via probabilities by stating that the probability to stay in the same
state is:
pstay = 1− 1/transmission delay (6.20)
In addition if we we multiply all the transitions probabilities by 1 − pstay we are able
to normalise transitions to packet lengths and therefore define a realistic settling delay
time.
6.4.2 Tendencies and Convergence
Based on the transition probabilities we can interpret general movement tendency be-
tween different states in a grid based on their values. Figure 6.23 shows such results
and the general movement tendencies from particular points on the grid. Arrow di-
rections are formed based on the movement directions and their probabilities from
Figure 6.22. It clearly shows that from any point in the grid the general movement is
towards the state of transmission delay value 4.1 and pSuccess value of 1 (which is
the final settled state with best performance). Values lower than 4.1 indicate collisions
therefore lowering performance. Values larger than 4.1 cause system to not utilise the
capacity. Theoretically, a maximum value would be 4 (assuming no acknowledgement
delays and propagation delays).
Figure 6.24 shows the results of settling time calculated through running Monte Carlo
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Figure 6.23: State transition tendencies
simulations on this Markov model and simulating the E-MAC protocol with a single
source and a single sink. The Markov model was run by drawing random probabil-
ities and deciding which state to jump to next based on the state values. The default
starting state used was txDelay of 1 and pSuccess of 0.5. CDFs are plotted from a 1000
runs. Uniform random number generator was used. The original simulation results
are very close to those from our theoretical analysis. However the E-MAC simulation
results show a slightly faster settling time than anticipated by the Markov model. This
happens due to other nodes operating in the system. The Markov model was built on
the assumption that there is only one node changing transmission delay for us to be
able to model memoryless states. However in E-MAC every node contributes to the
system and can affect the source nodes in a positive manner to find a quicker solution.
Figure 6.25 shows the transmission delay value after 100s of running. Both the theo-
retical model and simulation results are shown which are comparable. The difference
is that the simulation tends to have 3.8% of values settled higher than 4.1. This hap-
pens due to nodes overshooting slightly (higher than 4.1 txDelay) due to neighbour-
ing nodes affecting the environment (causing additional collisions) and then settling
prematurely. Nevertheless the settled delay values still correspond to significant per-
formance improvement over the comparison schemes (these values also explain the
slightly lower throughputs in Figures 6.5 and 6.6).
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Figure 6.24: Theoretical and simulation values for settling time of E-MAC
In addition, Figure 6.25 presents the results of simulation with the Queue Effect im-
plemented. Without the Queue Effect, about 0.8% simulations and 0.3% theoretical
model values show lower than 4.1 transmission delay. This corresponds to the node
not settling after 100s of simulation. Nevertheless adding the Queue Effect improves
this behaviour significantly (all settled) at the cost of slightly more prematurely settled
values higher than 4.1. In addition, the Queue Effect prevents bottlenecks forming on
the chain and ensures queues are stable.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have discussed some notions derived from a biological metaphor
and applied them to the development of a new type of MAC protocol for WSNs. E-
MAC follows very simple rules based on the reaction of social agents to the intensity
of a localised environmental stimulus. Without explicit synchronisation and using
very simple hardware it is able to out-perform its comparator, the widely-known IEEE
802.11 CSMA/CA RTS/CTS scheme. Throughput, end-to-end delay and fairness
were compared using multi-hop chain networks. E-MAC exhibits self-organisation,
flow control on both hop-by-hop and end-to-end basis, indirect synchronisation be-
tween the nodes as packets are relayed and minimal latency. Its parameter insensi-
tivity means that it can be adopted in different environmental conditions given same
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Simulation with Queue Effect
Figure 6.25: Theoretical and simulation based results for transmission delay values
after 100s
topology without the need for specific set-up tuning. The results and improvements
for different topologies are discussed in Chapter 7.
We have also developed a simplified Markov model to analyse the general algorithm
behavioural tendencies and convergence properties. The theoretical results closely
match the simulation results and provide some insight into the behaviour of the algo-
rithm. The analysis explains the shape of the curves in our simulation results as well
as the effects of additional processes in the algorithm.
Chapter 7
Enhancing The Emergence Medium
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This chapter introduces an improved E-MAC protocol, which we refer to as E-MAC+.
The simple extensions to E-MAC, inspired by biology, further reinforce the robustness
and adaptability of E-MAC under more complex conditions. We define the concepts
used, the protocol additions and present results for merging multi-hop chains and
ad-hoc networks. These are also compared to the popular and widely known IEEE
115
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802.11 standard protocol. Some interesting emergent decision making is observed in
E-MAC+ and we present our discussion of the results and E-MAC+ operation.
7.1 Motivation
The E-MAC protocol exhibits effective performance in multi hop chain scenarios. Its
scalability and robustness at maintaining the performance with increasing numbers
of nodes is encouraging. Nevertheless in its basic form E-MAC protocol is susceptible
to lock-up.
Due to the periodic nature of operation, a situation can arise where two nodes (from
different chains or routes) persistently interfere with each others transmissions through
using similar txDelay values, continuously incrementing them due to acknowledge-
ment timeout. This is an undesirable behaviour which makes E-MAC unstable under
specific situations. In this chapter we propose a mechanism enabling nodes to change
the phase of their periodic transmissions. This introduces dispersion between collid-
ing nodes to prevent lock-up. An additional mechanism is also introduced to diffuse
transmission delay values between the different nodes, thereby equalising transmis-
sion rates across different routes/chains without direct communication. Improved co-
operation and means of increasing rate of transmission for under-performing nodes
is achieved. The two proposed mechanisms complement each other and improve the
ability to learn txDelay values that achieve both fair and high throughput operation.
7.1.1 E-MAC Lock-Up Description
E-MAC lock-up can be described by taking a simple case of merging multi-hop chains
as shown in Figure 7.1. We have a system comprised of two chains joining at node
2. Reception range is one hop and interference is caused within two hops. Therefore
node 3 and node 7 which are on different chains cannot detect each others transmis-
sions but can interfere with each others receptions. Other nodes close to the chain
merging point encounter the same situation.
If we look at the case where nodes 3 and 7 suffered many consequent acknowledge-
ment timeouts, both will maintain very low pSuccess value (close to 0). This triggers
the reaction of the nodes to increase txDelay more often. Given that both of these
nodes have similar or the same txDelay and transmit at the same time, a collision will
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occur. Therefore no acknowledgement is received and both nodes will continue to
increment txDelay values. Hence, both nodes keep transmitting with similar timing
and with similar txDelay values.
Figure 7.1: E-MAC lock-up example case
7.2 Biological Inspiration
Once again, to achieve our goals in this chapter, we draw inspiration from simple
mechanisms in nature. We draw attention to firefly behaviour which provides dis-
tributed synchronisation by adjusting phase of flashing [153]. Very simple reaction
to the flashes of neighbouring fireflies emerge into large scale synchronisation across
millions of entities. By using a similar mechanism we can achieve the reverse process
of firefly synchronisation. Our intention is to de-synchronise transmission between
repetitively colliding nodes. In addition, we look at the simplest diffusion cases in
nature. We believe that, by forming gradients, txDelay can be equalised on different
routes that do not communicate with each other, aiding organisation. This section
introduces the concepts that we use for enhancing E-MAC: general firefly synchroni-
sation, de-synchronisation and simple diffusion.
7.2.1 Firefly Behaviour and Synchronisation
Firefly synchronised flashing is one of the most exciting views in nature where mil-
lions or even billions of fireflies, spread across large distances, manage to flash in per-
fect synchrony together. It is a powerful example of the complex behaviour a simple
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distributed multi-agent system can achieve with only very basic rules. Firefly flashing
can be explained as a simple charge accumulation over time and release of it once a
threshold is reached. Flashes of other fireflies in the surrounding neighbourhood re-
duce the threshold. A reduced threshold leads to an earlier flash. Threshold reduction
is not linear. It is dependent on charge accumulated at the time of observed neighbour
flashing. When the threshold is reached, a flash occurs. Charge is used up to flash, the
threshold is reset, and the process starts over again.
It is not obvious that this response to flashes and changing threshold can lead to syn-
chronisation. An equivalent engineering concept is pulse-coupled oscillator [153]. If
we take an example with two nodes x1 and x2 (initialised to a random value between
0 and 1). Both nodes slowly increment their values towards a threshold of 1 in each
iteration (accumulation of charge). When the value of 1 is reached, nodes fire (flash)
and reset to 0. Given that nodes do not interact, they will simply keep firing at the
same period at different phases.
Lets assume nodes can observe each other firing. Once firing is observed, the value is
additionally incremented as defined by a Phase Response Curve (PRC):
xt = xt−1 +min(α ∗ x(t− 1) + β, 1) (7.1)
α = eβ∗ε (7.2)
β =
eβ∗ε − 1
eβ − 1 (7.3)
where x is value of node and t stands for iteration. α and β define the PRC and given
that β > 0 and ε > 0 the nodes would always converge to synchronised firing [154].
An example of the two nodes is shown in Figure 7.2. Both ε and β are set to 0.2. The
effect of firing can be easily observed. The different response to firing at different
values causes two nodes to come into phase after a number of repetitions. This simple
process is also scalable and allows millions of simple entities to fire in synchrony.
7.2.2 De-Synchronisation
E-MAC lock-up happens due to repetitive collision and interference. Low pSuccess
causes nodes to increment txDelay on every acknowledgement timeout. If there is an-
other node with similar txDelay and low pSuccess within interfering range, the two
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Synchronisation example of two pulse coupled oscillators (or fireflies)













Figure 7.2: Synchronisation example of two pulsed couple oscillators (fireflies)
nodes go into repetitive txDelay incrementation and repetitive interference. Chang-
ing the txDelay update logic would cause the system to lose the wanted behaviours
it already has. However we can adjust phases of different chain rates to avoid col-
lision. The lock-up would only occur if rates were similar, hence changing phase
could improve overall performance, keeping the same rate and making nodes share
the medium better.
The firefly flashing synchronisation uses the phase-shift initiated by neighbour flashes
to synchronise. A reverse process can be created to de-synchronise these.
Let’s take an example of two nodes (the same as the firefly synchronisation example).
Lets assume that these nodes do not respond to each other resetting. Instead, nodes
trigger a response if they both flash within 15 iterations of each other. This corre-
sponds directly to a packet collision. If we relate the transmission of a packet to a flash
and that transmission takes 15 iterations to finish then flashing of two nodes within 15
iterations represents a collision. Packet collision can occur anywhere between the start
and the end of the packet. But neither node knows exactly when the collision began.
Given this available trigger, a phase can be adjusted. However, there is no knowledge
of exact time of flash (collision). Therefore we cannot use an approach with PRC here.
The simplest method is to apply a random phase shift within bounds.
If we define the response by Equation 7.4, the behaviour of two nodes gives the results
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shown in Figure 7.3. After multiple attempts, two nodes go out of phase at about the
320th iteration in this example (after about 6 flashes).
This very simple method can be easily applied to E-MAC to shift the periodic trans-
missions into different phases when collisions repeat.
xt = xt−1 − 0.1 ∗ rand(0, 1) (7.4)













Desynchronisation example of two oscillators













Figure 7.3: Desynchronisation example of two nodes
7.2.3 Diffusion
Diffusion is a natural process where there is a chemical between regions of different
concentrations [155]. Given two adjacent regions, a substance in solution in a region
of higher concentration will move toward a lower concentration region. This will
continue until both regions contain the same concentrations of a substance.
In fact, during the process of diffusion, a continuous concentration gradient will de-
velop [155].
Forming a txDelay gradient in the same way could benefit E-MAC. Firstly, it would
eliminate randomness in txDelay values accross the relays and it could carry indirect
information down the chain about the state of the network. In addition, in merging
chains or multiple route joining cases, such a gradient would serve as a means to
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propagate information between the two routes. The two routes would essentially aim
to maintain similar txDelay values through this phenomenon and could regulate the
transmission rates coming in to the junction node.
7.3 E-MAC+
We apply the simple concepts of diffusion and phase-shift, inspired by fireflies, to E-
MAC+. The two additional processes improve the behaviour of the algorithm. The
key purpose of these is to firstly ensure that nodes avoid lock-up and, in addition,
explore different phasings of their periodic transmissions. Secondly the diffusion-like
mechanism spreads txDelay values more by trying to mimic neighbours, thereby dif-
fusing a txDelay value through neighbourhood and allowing indirect communication
between otherwise distant nodes. In fact, such a method forces different routes to ex-
plore similar txDelay values, thereby reinforcing fairness. Diffusion also enforces sim-
ilarity of txDelay values in nearby nodes, which can cause more repetitive collisions.
Without phase-shift, nodes within interference range collide more often. Therefore
the two processes complement each other.
7.3.1 Protocol Design
In addition to the basic E-MAC protocol we define two more processes. These are
phase-shift and txDelay diffusion, forming the new E-MAC+ protocol. This is the
only addition we make. In fact, the original processes within E-MAC remain un-
changed.
Algorithm 4: Phase-shift logic for Enhanced E-MAC
1 while network running do
// ack failure is considered when acknowledgement is not
received during the timeout period
2 if ack failed then
// Extend currently engaged transmission delay by a
fraction of txDelay using shiftFrac
3 R = generate random number between 0 and 1
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Algorithm 5: Difussion logic for E-MAC+
1 while network running do
// Neighbour information is extracted from every packet and
ack that was addressed to the node
2 if Neighbour information received then
3 R = generate random number between 0 and 1
4 if R > pSuccess then
5 if neighbour txDelay > txDelay then
6 tx_delay = tx_delay + change_scale
7 else





To provide a phase-shift of periodic txDelay transmissions we introduced the logic
shown in Algorithm 4. This follows the same procedure as explained in Section 7.2.2.
Each time an acknowledgement fails, the current transmission delay is extended by
a small randomly chosen amount. The extension takes a value within the defined
interval between zero and shiftFrac ∗ txDelay. Results of the shiftFrac effect will
be shown in later result sections. To obtain the time in seconds to delay, we need to
multiply by the packet duration as txDelay represents a normalised value.
To obtain diffusion behaviour, we use the same principles of response as in the orig-
inal algorithm. Greater pSuccess inhibits less corrective action and vice versa. This
ensures that nodes only act based on stimuli and are able to settle. Every time new
neighbour information is received there is a chance (based on pSuccess) to perform
the diffusion action. Algorithm 5 shows the behaviour. A small amount of informa-
tion in the form of the txDelay value is shared with each transmission. Nodes try to
mimic the neighbours by bringing their txDelay value closer to the neighbour value
in increments of changeScale as in the original algorithm. Nodes with neighbours on
both sides will be affected by both sets of received acknowledgements and packets,
hence forming a gradient. In addition, the source nodes have a tendency to increase
the txDelay and regulate the flow, whereas relays exhibit fewer failures and keep
txDelay lower. This should logically form a gradient through the route with the high-
est value starting at the source. Therefore we would have two clear actions on a route
from source and sink. Sources cause the route nodes to increase transmission delays,
whereas nodes close to sink do the opposite. Just as in many biological systems, we
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have positive and negative forces adjusting the system.
7.4 Empirical Evaluation on a Merging Chain
To verify the benefits of these additional processes in the E-MAC+ we firstly look at
the simple case of a chain-based network with two routes merging together. This
presents a more complex problem than a linear multi hop chain. It provides an easy
to understand framework when analysing protocol operation before deployment of
ad-hoc networks. Essentially it is a simplified case of multiple routes from different
sources to the sink.
7.4.1 Simulation Parameters and Assumptions
The Scenario
We evaluate protocols on a merging chain comprised of 16 nodes. The principles and
example of the merging chain are explained in Section 3.1.2. Identical nodes have sim-
ple radio capabilities. There are two routes, each comprising 12 nodes. The merging
point is in the middle and provides 5 hops between the merging node and sources.
Such distance complicates organisation as interference from different sources cannot
be picked up by merging node and visa versa. The topology of this scenario is shown
in Figure 7.4 for clarity.






Figure 7.4: Merging chain scenario
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Propagation and Radio
A traditional hop based model is used for the communications. Nodes are able to
transmit their data over 1 hop (200 meters), but interference is experienced over 2
hops (400 meters). This hop based model is also explained in Section 3.1.6. Successful
packet reception only occurs when a channel is clear of other transmissions and free of
interference. Propagation delay is not assumed but is calculated based on the distance
between nodes. Switching a node to transmission mode when the receiver is locked
onto reception of an incoming packet is not allowed. Only one channel is available for
both transmission and reception. No synchronisation is available.
Traffic
As in the majority of results presented in this thesis, we use saturated traffic to sim-
ulate packet generation. This shows us system stability under difficult conditions.
More detail of saturated traffic is presented in Section 3.1.7.
Comparison Schemes
We use the IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA with RTS/CTS standard, as in previous chapters,
to compare our protocol performance. More details of the scheme can be found in
Section 3.3.
7.4.2 Performance Metrics
The metrics used in this section are summarised in Table 7.1. More details of each can
be found in Section 3.2.1.
Table 7.1: E-MAC+ merging chain scenario performance metrics
Metric Unit Reason
Throughput Erlang Evaluates the data transfer capabilities
Fairness Jain’s fairness in-
dex




seconds Evaluates the time it takes for packet to
reach the sink node.
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7.4.3 Performance Evaluation
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show the throughput performance of both E-MAC+ and CSMA
protocols. Figure 7.5 shows average throughput over the whole simulation. The aver-
aging here takes into account the starting phase of the system. During this phase, E-
MAC+ is searching for solution, so throughput is lower. Over-time E-MAC+ adapts to
the environment and achieves significantly better throughput than CSMA. Figure 7.6
show this better throughput, as results are based on the last 50 received packets to-
wards the end of the simulation.




















Average Throughput comparison CDF
EMAC+
CSMA, RTS/CTS, Interference Detection
Maximum theoretical throughput
Figure 7.5: Average Throughput CDF
Figure 7.7 shows fairness of the two protocols in this scenario with 2 sources only.
About 5% of E-MAC+ simulations exhibit slightly lower than ideal fairness whereas
CSMA maintains it in this case. Even though fairness of CSMA shown here is better -
the overall number of packets received from individual sources is higher for E-MAC+
due to a much higher throughput. CSMA in such a case, with 2 sources, performs
very well in terms of fairness. Both sources are the same distance away from the sink
node and the merging node, so neither of them can easily dominate over the other.
However, in any case where the source node is closer to the sink than this, the fairness
performance for CSMA drops significantly. This is shown in Figure 7.8, where node 6
(Figure 7.4) is also a source. CSMA employs RTS/CTS and carrier sense detection to
avoid collisions and loss of packets in the neighbourhood. However these techniques
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Achieved Running Throughput comparison CDF
EMAC+
CSMA, RTS/CTS, Interference Detection
Maximum theoretical throughput
Figure 7.6: Achieved Running Throughput CDF
do not offer benefits along the longer routes. E-MAC+ on the other hand uses the
gradients and adjustment of rates. Even though information is shared locally, the
gradient disperses along the chain affecting sources further away.






















CSMA, RTS/CTS, Interference Detection
Figure 7.7: Fairness CDF
Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show the end-to-end delay results for the two schemes. We can see
that E-MAC+ is significantly better than CSMA in both average and settled running
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Fairness comparison CDF, 3 sources
EMAC+
CSMA, RTS/CTS, Interference Detection
Figure 7.8: Fairness CDF
end-to-end delays. The operation of E-MAC+ ensures that, once a packet is generated,
it has almost a non-stop path towards the sink with no collisions. When the protocol
settles, the two (or more) sources indirectly synchronise such that packets travelling
across chain do not interfere each other. Once a packet is sent forward, a new packet
is generated based on the saturated traffic model. This packet now has to wait for
txDelay to expire therefore adding up to delay. This is also the cause for the change
of steepness of the curves seen in the results of Figure 7.9 and 7.10. Several nodes
along the route, close to the source, can settle with same delay as the source (but
slightly out of phase). Therefore they will hold up packets for a set period. This
prevents packets from different sources colliding at the merging node. In fact, this
is an emergent feature of the system. The primarily expected behaviour was that
two sources would settle with similar txDelay but out of phase to avoid collisions.
The sources are the main contributors towards collision reduction. However in many
cases it is the combination of a source being on a different phase as well as relays
on a path to the merging node that hold up the packet (helping the source) to avoid
collision further down the chain. This arises from the interactions between the nodes
and shows simple collective intelligence. To clarify the results - in this case the steep
portion of the E-MAC+ curve at 0.13-0.14s in Figure 7.10 shows one node holding up
the packet, where the last steep portion of the curve (delay more than 0.15s) present
cases where two nodes are holding up the packet.
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Figure 7.9: Average End-to-End packet delay CDF
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End-to-End achieved running packet delays CDF
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Figure 7.10: Achieved Running End-to-End packet delay CDF
7.4.4 Gradient Formation and Basic Operation
This section summarises the system running performance and shows how nodes adapt
txDelay values.
Firstly, we show one of the solutions found by E-MAC+ (txDelay values at each node).
These are generally similar across many simulations, but we choose to show this one
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as it explains several features at once. Figure 7.11 shows such results. We can clearly
observe a small increase in txDelay over nodes 1-6 which do not experience many
collisions. However immediately after node 6 txDelay rises dramatically. Routes
with nodes 7-11 and 12-16 merge at node 6 but do not communicate with each other.
Nevertheless we can see similar gradients on both routes formed with source nodes
11 and 16 settling on same txDelay. This is the effect of using the diffusion logic in
Algorithm 5. Also, on the route involving nodes 1-11, we can observe that nodes 9,
10, 11 all have the same txDelay value. This is the case where relay nodes hold up the
packets travelling down to prevent collisions on the merging point as shown by the
change of the steepness of the curves in Figure 7.10.
Figure 7.12 shows how txDelay values change throughout time on both sources. In
this specific case, node 11 becomes a source at the beginning of simulation and node
16 becomes a source 5 seconds from the start of the simulation. We can immediately
see that, once a second source becomes active, the txDelay of both sources increases
significantly. Once it crosses a value of 8, it starts to slow down and finally settle to a
value. Ideal values of txDelay would be around 8.1. This is the minimum possible,
given nodes are shifted in phase from each other by exactly half of this txDelay value.
Also, once a value higher than 8 is reached, the system starts to exhibit significantly
less packet loss. This reduces the stimulus for increasing txDelay, hence the reduced
slope in the results. Then the process of diffusion and adjusting transmission delay
becomes more active, followed by phase-shift. A solution that offers the best prob-
ability of success at each source is found independently. Even though the system is
aiming for the highest probability of success, the diffusion keeps pushing the system
towards faster rates as nodes in front convey their perspective of a less busy channel
through diffusion.
Figures 7.13 and 7.14 show the throughput results over time. We can observe an im-
mediate drop in throughput when a second source is introduced. This is experienced
by both E-MAC+ and CSMA. After the second source comes in, E-MAC+ starts adapt-
ing, therefore experiencing more collisions and lower throughput. As E-MAC+ source
nodes are searching for good values, running throughput is slowly increasing (at 20-
80 seconds in Figure 7.14). Then the system immediately "clicks" in position once two
routes settle at similar rate and out of phase. At this point packets are travelling to the
sink with no interruptions other than nodes delaying their transmissions. Collisions
are being avoided both at merging point and throughout relays.
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txDelay values found by EMAC+ accross different nodes
Route to sink from src id 16
Route to sink from src id 11
Figure 7.11: txDelay value gradients accross routes

























Change of txDelay value with time for the two source nodes
src id 11
src id 16
Figure 7.12: Change of txDelay value over time
7.4.5 Discussion
The E-MAC+ algorithm shows some significant emergent properties. In addition to
the original E-MAC protocol abilities, we observe cooperative organisation through
the addition of diffusion and phase shift. This cooperation gives rise to features that
we do not program into the algorithm, such as equalising rates between independent
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Figure 7.13: Average Overall Throughput over time
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Figure 7.14: Running Throughput
sources on different routes, making relay nodes delay packets to avoid colliding with
packets coming from other route and a push to try faster rates.
The protocol shares information of each transmission: the queue size and txDelay.
However, this data can readily be stored within 20 bits and is minimal. Different pro-
cesses in the logic operate separately. These processes self-organise within themselves,
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becoming less or more active during operation. This individual node behaviour then
leads to the organisation of the whole system enabling good performance. The value
of txDelay at each node can also aid upper layers to decide how much data can be
passed through.
7.5 Empirical Evaluation on an Ad-Hoc Network
In this section we look at the performance of the protocol under a more realistic sce-
nario. This scenario presents real node deployment more closely with varying density
of nodes and distances between them throughout the network. The evaluation shows
how E-MAC+ operates under such complex conditions. The scenario has a complex
structure and a large number of nodes operating at once. Under simple conditions
E-MAC+ shows complete settling. In such a large scenario (as well as in real-world
applications) settling is not important. E-MAC+ is a protocol that adapts to the envi-
ronment and does not imply one single persistent solution.
7.5.1 Simulation Parameters and Assumptions
The Scenario
100 nodes are deployed (under a uniform distribution) in a 4km2 area. The positions
are point-processed after random generation such that no two nodes are closer to
each other than 150 meters. This creates a realistic deployment case where nodes are
not just scattered randomly, but instead are approximately placed into positions. An
example of such a map is shown in Figure 3.5 in Section 3.1.5.
Propagation and Radio
A traditional hop based model is used for the communications (as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1.6). To have the required coverage over the map and to form routes, the nodes
are able to transmit successfully over 400 meters. Interference is experienced over
800 meters. Successful packet reception as before only occurs when a channel is free.
Propagation delay is calculated based on distance. Only one channel is used for both
transmission and reception. No synchronisation is available.
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Traffic
Saturated Traffic is used for generating packets. More details are presented in Sec-
tion 3.1.7.
Comparison Schemes
The IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA with RTS/CTS scheme, as before, is used for comparison
due to its popularity, good performance and simplicity. More details are presented in
Section 3.3.
7.5.2 Performance Metrics
The metrics used in this section are summarised in Table 7.2. More details on each can
be found in Section 3.2.1.




Erlang Evaluates the data transfer capabilities
Fairness Jain’s fairness in-
dex




seconds Evaluates the time it takes for packet to
reach the sink node.
We plot most of the results using box plots. Boxplots are explained in Section 3.2.2.
The whiskers on the boxplots represent the 5th and 95th percentile - this allows for
accurate and uncluttered statistical representation of the data.
7.5.3 Results
In order to obtain an accurate representation of performance we run the simulations
over different numbers of sources in the network. This allows evaluation of protocols
under varying conditions. As the number of sources increases it gets more and more
challenging to avoid interference and collisions. Keeping high fairness and through-
put also becomes significantly more difficult.
Figures 7.15 and 7.16 show the throughput per node boxplots for E-MAC+ and CSMA.
The boxplots are plotted after taking 100 maps and combining throughput from each
source. We use two different interference detection ranges for CSMA to observe the
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tradeoffs. We denote the one hop equivalent detection (carrier sensing) range as ’1hd’
and two hop detection range as ’2hd’ to simplify the labels. Both figures present the
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Figure 7.15: Throughput per node on ad-hoc network give different number of sources
(full-size)
Firstly, the results indicate a clear difference in consistency between E-MAC+ and
CSMA. E-MAC+ has much less variable results and is therefore more predictable. The
reader might notice a longer whisker towards higher throughput for CSMA. However,
this is not actually better performance. As the results in data represent throughput per
node, the longer whiskers are actually due to lower fairness. Some nodes achieve ab-
normally high throughput by blocking others. As a general trend we observe that
CSMA performs very well (even though not consistently) for low numbers of sources
in the network. When the number of sources increases to 10 and beyond E-MAC+
provides better median performance. This is also shown by Figure 7.17, which rep-
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Figure 7.16: Throughput per node on ad-hoc network given different number of
sources (zoomed view)
resents only the median values. E-MAC+ noticeably outperforms CSMA under more
difficult conditions. In addition, E-MAC+ remains consistent across the range of dif-
ferent conditions. In order to reconcile the throughput results, we also need to look at
the fairness achieved by both protocols.
Figures 7.18 and 7.19 show the fairness results as box plots and median curves re-
spectively. These results clearly indicate the significant benefit of E-MAC+. In all the
cases E-MAC+ outperforms the CSMA variants. These results also explain the long
tails of the throughput results for CSMA. Due to unfair operation, CSMA exhibits
domination by some nodes. These nodes provide high throughput at the expense of
other nodes. In addition, CSMA results in Figure 7.16 show the tendency for blocked
sources by having the distributions tailed closely towards 0 Erlangs for throughput
per node. This means that some of the nodes are barely getting any packets through
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Figure 7.17: Throughput per node on ad-hoc network median comparison for differ-
ent number of sources
the network.
Significantly lower fairness of CSMA makes it difficult to compare end-to-end packet
delays as some sources are completely blocked out and there is significant difference
in throughputs from different nodes. Nevertheless we show such comparison in Fig-
ure 7.20. It is clear that EMAC+ outperforms CSMA. The reduction in end-to-end
delay for the CSMA 2hd case for more sources can be explained by the significantly
lower fairness. Large numbers of packets are coming from nearby sources that exhibit
lower delay therefore improving the overall mean results. Further sources, however,
are completely blocked out. CSMA 1hd fails to deliver good mean end-to-end packet
delay overall and is significantly worse than both EMAC+ and CSMA 2hd.
There is a trade-off between the two CSMA variants as well. The two hop detec-
tion range (CSMA 2hd) seem to offer higher median throughput when the number
of sources in the network is low. However one hop detection (CSMA 1hd) exhibits
slightly higher fairness and slightly better throughput results for higher numbers of
sources. In all cases, E-MAC+ maintains good performance for both two metrics.
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Figure 7.18: Fairness comparison on ad-hoc network for different number of source
Parameter consideration
E-MAC+ contains one additional parameter - shiftFrac. We explore the effects and
sensitivity of these parameters through simulation.
Figures 7.21 and 7.22 show the sweep results of shiftFrac for E-MAC+ for throughput
per node and fairness respectively. Generally we can see that the parameter is not
particularly sensitive to shiftFrac. Values 0.1 and 0.2 for shiftFrac are observed to
have marginally higher fairness on less crowded network. In addition, a lower value
of shiftFrac seems to offer a very small improvement in consistency for throughput
results. This also matches with a very small improvement of fairness using smaller
values of shiftFrac.
These parameter effects can also be explained through behaviour of E-MAC+. High
values of shiftFrac cause more disturbance (phase-shift) and additional delays at
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Figure 7.19: Fairness median comparison for different number of sources





























Figure 7.20: End-to-end packet delay comparison for different number of sources
nodes. This can disturb the flow of packets through the routes. Therefore, a slight
decrease in performance can be observed. Smaller values of shiftFrac disturb the
network less, therefore maintaining slightly better performance. A smaller shiftFrac
also tends to offer a finer search for the better phase-shifts, making it easier to achieve
when more nodes are present.
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Figure 7.21: Throughput per node for E-MAC+ for different shiftFrac values given
different number of sources
Discussion
Overall we can see the significant fairness benefits that E-MAC+ offers for ad-hoc net-
works. It clearly outperforms CSMA. Given there are only a few sources in the net-
work CSMA can perform well. However even under a less crowded network condi-
tions, CSMA has issues with fairness. E-MAC+, on the other hand, maintains equally
good performance throughout over varying number of sources and across different
maps. It shows much fairer operation and consistently good throughput when com-
pared to CSMA. Please note that E-MAC+, just like CSMA, does not have any global
control and is a fully distributed protocol with no synchronisation.
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Figure 7.22: Fairness results for E-MAC+ for different shiftFrac values given differ-
ent number of sources
7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented E-MAC+. Simple biological concepts were used to en-
hance E-MAC and make E-MAC+ possible. These concepts give rise to additional
emergent properties, which enable nodes to cooperate even better together. The ad-
dition of phase-shift and diffusion-like processes forms gradients of txDelay over the
network. Not only does it regulate the flow down the route but also on multiple in-
dividual routes that join together. As shown by the results, good throughput with
reliable and fair operation is achieved even under difficult conditions. Empirical eval-
uation shows that E-MAC+, a simple protocol, outperforms the widely accepted IEEE
802.11 CSMA/CA RTS/CTS scheme. E-MAC+ exhibits good throughput and excel-
lent fairness while maintaining the performance across variety of conditions. The
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results also demonstrate desirable emergent behaviour arising, which aids in organi-
sation of the network and reduction of collisions.
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8.1 Conclusions
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) present a challenging environment for communi-
cations. Increasing and changing numbers of nodes in the network, that are simple
and cheap, call for unconventional methods to facilitate good performance. While
conventional methods perform satisfactorily in these conditions, scalability soon be-
comes an issue. Larger-scale WSNs start to under perform significantly in some im-
portant performance metrics. There are state-of-art schemes that do solve some prob-
lems, presenting near optimal solutions. However, these often need fine tuning and
do not operate effectively if synchronisation is lost. In other cases some form of addi-
tional feedback is required to maintain high performance.
Inspired by nature and biology, we look at the WSN as a swarm: large numbers of
simple entities communicating with each other to reach some higher goal. They are
able to exhibit sophisticated, collective behaviours without central control. This emer-
gence arises from the simplest interactions between individuals and their environ-
ment. Inspired by this emergence and simplicity, we research algorithms inspired
by swarms and also the biological processes themselves. We then apply these meth-
ods to the MAC layer of a WSN to solve scheduling and contention issues. In order to
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apply these methods we firstly propose a way of incorporating these via a simple con-
trol engineering theory based on negative feedback action on the system controlling
transmission delay.
In Chapters 1 and 2 we introduced the thesis and present a literature review. Chapter
4 summarises the simulation methodologies and the techniques used to evaluate the
performance of our proposed schemes. Chapter 4 introduces some early research and
presents a preliminary approach before applying bio-inspired methods. This chapter
presents exploitation of the similarity between MAC concepts and control engineer-
ing theory. We propose a new back-off mechanism which we call transmission delay.
This mechanism is engaged after every single transmission. The value (the length) of
a persistent backoff is varied via a negative feedback loop (through packet acknowl-
edgements). To prove the concept we also apply an offline optimiser to a chained
networks. Chapter 5 follows on and presents a modification of a Particle Swarm Opti-
miser (PSO) to work on-line for WSNs. While showing good performance, we realise
that the complexity could be reduced and some tuning parameters removed. Chapter
6 presents the outcome of this. Instead of looking into algorithms inspired by biol-
ogy, we looked directly into concepts found in nature. The Emergence MAC (E-MAC)
protocol is the outcome. Inspired by insect colony behaviour, it demonstrates useful
emergent behaviours and proves to be self-organising and adaptable without outside
intervention. Chapter 7 then follows on to enhance E-MAC and presents E-MAC+
that addresses more complex scenarios and uses additional biological processes to
improve cooperation between nodes.
8.1.1 Original Contributions
Swarming Medium Access Control
In Chapter 5 we propose a scheme inspired by the PSO. The scheme uses concepts
from PSO and additional mechanisms to adjust txDelay of each node. The protocol is
fully distributed and each node operates independently. A small amount of informa-
tion is shared upon transmission of packets. This allows cooperative behaviour and
decision making based on both local and neighbourhood experiences (as found in a
PSO). To enable efficient and adaptive operation we introduce taxis into the PSO for-
mulation. This excites the nodes ("particles") to change and adapt the txDelay more
quickly. The outcome shows interesting results, where without additional hardware
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sensing features or additional passed messages to avoid unwanted interference, the
protocol achieves comparable or even better results than a comparison scheme with
higher complexity.
Applications of insect swarm task allocation and sorting behaviour towards MAC
scheduling (E-MAC)
Inspired by biology, we explored mechanism that enables insect swarms to develop
highly complex behaviours. The combination of ant task allocation, sorting and the
Robbins Monro algorithm allowed us to design an algorithm that controls txDelay in
a significantly simpler manner. Nevertheless, results show useful emergent proper-
ties. The protocol adapts to deliver significantly better performance than CSMA on
chained networks. E-MAC is able to adapt and settle to show good throughput, very
low latency and excellent fairness. Without adjustment of the parameters, it offers
very high utilisation of available capacity under different communication and inter-
ference conditions. The protocol shares minimal information with neighbours.
Theoretical analysis of E-MAC settling time
Using Markov model concepts we create a representation of E-MAC operation. We
propose a method to account for operation in real-time via additional state transitions
that loop back. This enables it to account for delays in transmission and enables the
Markov model to be used to calculate the settling time of the algorithm. Simulation
results, when compared to the Markov model, show close similarity without signifi-
cant error. The error is present due to the assumption that nodes are not dependent
on each other. The simulated system shows slightly faster settling time than the theo-
retical Markov model. This is because of the cooperation activity of the former.
Application of diffusion and de-synchronisation to enhance E-MAC (E-MAC+)
E-MAC relies on acknowledgements as a form of feedback. In some specific cases, in-
terference and collisions can cause lock-up forcing E-MAC to increase txDelay signif-
icantly, therefore reducing throughput. In Chapter 7 we look at this issue and propose
a method, inspired by firefly behaviour and physical diffusion processes, to improve
cooperation between nodes thereby avoiding locking-up. In addition, the improved
cooperation shows benefits for long chains due to its ability to indirectly affect differ-
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ent routes that otherwise could not communicate. Empirical evaluation is presented
for several cases with merging chain and in ad-hoc scenarios. It shows much better
and fairer operation than the comparison scheme. The cooperation enables intelligent
control of txDelay over whole chains and routes across the network. Very low latency,
good throughput and fairness can be observed. These are emergent properties.
8.1.2 Hypothesis
The hypothesis of this thesis was stated as:
"By combining some concepts taken from control theory and Distributed Artificial Intelligence
(DAI), it is possible to achieve performance levels comparable with conventional MAC schemes
whilst exhibiting self-organisation with greater robustness, scalability and lower complexity."
The contributions described in Section 8.1.1 are all aimed towards proving the hy-
pothesis. They can be summarised as follows:
• The proposed transmission delay approach provides a simple framework which
enables application of a variety of DAI techniques.
• The applied offline PSO algorithm, shows the feasibility of using transmission
delay in place of backoff. It proves that settled values across a chain networks
can, in fact, provide very good performance with extremely low complexity.
• The proposed Swarming MAC protocol is a distributed algorithm inspired by a
PSO and utilises the transmission delay. It operates online, enabling each node
to make decisions and adjust transmission delay values based on its own and
neighbouring experiences. The performance shown is comparable to or better
than the comparison scheme.
• E-MAC is a biologically inspired protocol. Motivated by insect colony behaviours,
we designed E-MAC using very simple rules based on the task allocation and
the sorting behaviour of insects. This distributed algorithm shows emergent
behaviours that enable high throughput, low latency and fair operation over
different operating conditions. It operates using very simple rules with no addi-
tional hardware requirements, but achieves great performance, adaptability and
self-organisation.
• E-MAC+ is an enhanced algorithm, which provides improved cooperation be-
tween individual nodes. The emergent robustness and fault-tolerance are bet-
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ter than in the case of the original E-MAC. The E-MAC+ algorithm is signifi-
cantly simpler than its comparison scheme but provides very good performance,
fairness and robustness under a variety of scenarios. Self-organisation and re-
organisation enable the protocol to adapt to different conditions without the
need for tuning.
The stated contributions were empirically evaluated and show that simplicity in im-
plemented DAI can truly outperform conventional MAC methods. The outcome is
the emergence of self-organisation, high throughput operation, low end-to-end delay
and very high fairness. Even with low complexity, the proposed protocols are able to
achieve better scalability and robustness. These protocols are able to operate under
a variety of conditions without the need for tuning. The performance also maintains
the same qualities with increasing numbers of source nodes in a network. Therefore
the stated contributions prove the hypothesis.
8.2 Recommendations for Further Work
There are a number of ideas that stem from this thesis and could be explored further.
Advanced fitness functions and topologies for Swarming Medium Access Control
In Chapter 5 we proposed a Swarming MAC protocol which is inspired by a PSO.
Inherently the protocol uses a fitness function to define the behaviour of the nodes
once observation of channel occurs. We defined the fitness function simply as an
equal combination of throughput and probability of success. There is scope to explore
more advanced fitness functions here to improve the behaviour. Fitness functions
could include a variety of factors and could be based both on neighbours and self
observations. It could potentially significantly improve the system performance as
well as improve cooperation between the nodes.
Additionally, different topologies in terms of neighbour data sharing could be ex-
plored. It may be beneficial to not only consider the best neighbour, but consider
a combination of neighbours when calculating the velocities. This could further en-
hance cooperation and improve the altruistic behaviour of nodes.
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Hardware implementation/Practical evaluation of E-MAC, E-MAC+
While we empirically evaluated E-MAC and E-MAC+ in a variety of scenarios it
would be extremely beneficial to implement and run these protocols in real environ-
ments. E-MAC, during the empirical evaluation, shows significantly better perfor-
mance than the more complex comparison scheme - the IEEE 802.11 standard. How-
ever simulations assume the absence of many phenomena that hardware exhibits.
Hardware implementation is important in progressing the E-MAC and E-MAC+ con-
cept.
Incorporating energy saving control into E-MAC, E-MAC+
Power limitation in many WSN scenarios is a critical requirement. The use of trans-
mission delay opens up a number of ways for applying sleep schedules to nodes. By
providing efficient energy management for E-MAC+, its applicability could be sig-
nificantly enhanced. E-MAC+ shares transmission delay values with its neighbours.
Therefore, it is possible to use this information to define a sleeping schedule. While
transmission delay is engaged sources could be potentially sleeping. The reception of
other transmission delays allows determination of the time when the next reception
is likely to occur. This could provide a significant power saving without the need for
additional information sharing or complexity requirements.
Enhancing E-MAC+ with routing information, message passing beyond neighbours
E-MAC+ was designed with multiple routes joining in mind. Multiple routes present
a challenging task where maintaining fairness and avoiding interference becomes dif-
ficult. The lack of information parsing between different routes renders it difficult to
avoid. Nevertheless, by application of diffusion and de-synchronisation, E-MAC+ is
able to control multiple routes and indirectly pass information in some form through.
We believe that considering the routing information at the joining points and shar-
ing it back up to the routes could potentially improve the speed of adaptivity and
performance of the system.
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Enhancing settling time of E-MAC and E-MAC+
There is scope to look at modifying E-MAC and E-MAC+ protocols to settle quicker.
Reinforcement Learning is known to use a technique called WoLF (Win or Learn Fast).
By applying different α values in the learning RM algorithm, depending on transmis-
sion outcome it is able to speed up the convergence of the learning process. It may be
possible to apply similar techniques for calculating the pSuccess value and improve
the speed of settling. Potential improvements could also be made to the change_scale
value adaptivity. change_scale is the value that adjusts transmission delay. On net-
work start-up the system may benefit from having higher change_scale values to
move out of the low performance range. The change_scale value could be lowered
for greater precision when close to settling and therefore could improve overall speed
of settling.
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